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Foreword

Warm days and hot topics greeted the 180 western
legislators, educators, and government officials attend-
ing WICHE's Ninth ItenniaT Legislative Work Con-
ference this past Det-.:ember in Phoenix, Arizona. The
three-part conference theme was On,Target: Key Issues
of Region, State. and Campus.

Region. Legislators took a +lard look at the West's
regional education organization, that is to say, at

ICHE itself. All were interested, and many were
dearly astounded to discover WICHE's size and variety
of programs. While they found that WICHE is stilLthe
Student Exchange Programs, it is also much more:
some 51 programs, in fact, with a budget just topping
$l million. .

State. The participants explored some of the prpb-,
lems that legislators, must face when trying to cope
with educational.issues. Topics included collective bar-
gaining, allocating resources to higher education, and
state responsibilities to educational institutions.

- Campus. In this part of the conference. the partici-
pants looked at some other educational issues from
the educators' point of view. Topics included lifelong
learning, some *ions in the face of waning financial
support for institutions, institutions' responsibility ;to
thestate, and a look at what higher education might be
like ten years from now.

At both the beginning an the end of the' confer-
ence, speakers focused on the reason for.gdthering:

' 4; 11

I

an examination of the relationship between higher edu-
cation and state legislatures. The talks were provoca-
tive. Speakers left some of the audience grumbling and
some nodding their heads in quiet affirmation.

In many respects, the goals of this conference we're
acdoMplished. The goals did not include providing
answers to the many tough education questions or ei4en
to nuke legislators and educators love each other.
Instead, the goals were realistically designed to shed
some light on relevant issues and to help those from
campus and statehouse know and understand each
other a little better. This was accomplished.

. In 'some cases, lawmakers and educatofs learned-
they were in agreement all along. In other cases, they
better defined their differe.nces. Either Way, our hope
is that their Dorking relationship will be better for it,
and that communications will be clearer.

This publication has:been distributed to all legisla-
tors and to all college and university presidents in the
West, If its purpose is serVed, it will extend some of
the insights that were revealed at the conference to
those who could not attend.

10. Robert H. Kroepsch
Executive Director
WICHE
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Conference Overview

The 1975 Legislative Work Conference. ON TAR-
GET. Key Issues of Region, State, and Campus,
continued an 18-y ear biennial tradition at WjCHE,
while marking a departure in theme and form It from
wevious Conference programs. As in the past, the
purpose of the Conference was to provide a forum for
discussing mutual concerns shared by legislators and
educators. A goal specific to this year's Conference
was to promote a better understanding and clearer
communications Iletween WICHE and state legislators
relative to WICHE programs. Because legislative con-

4cerns in 1975 were not limited to a single topic, the
Conference was not restricted to a single. theme. In-
stead, the tricolors of the Bicentennial served.to iden-
tify the threefold theme and program that focused on

ICHE, on educational issues -being considered by
state legislatures, and on legislative concerns that would
impact on the campus.

This year, legislators were involved from the initial
planning states as the Ad Hoc Advisory Committee.
Legislative representatives from Arizona, California,
Montana, Oregon, Utah, and Wyoming met with staff
to determine the general format and discussion topics
cf4 the 1975 Legislative Work Conference. An addi-
tional outcome of the meeting was the recommenda-
tion to establish a new body, the Legislative Review
Committee, to conduct the session on WICHE. The
Legislative Review Committee would consist of a
senator and representative from each of the 13 western
states recommended by the head of their respective leg-
islative houses.

The Legislative Review, Committee, chaired by
Representative Anne Lindeman of Arizona, met in
special session on Sunday, 7 December, to review
WICHEis purposes, programs, and budgets in prepara-
tion for the discussion of WICHE scheduled for the
following day. Committee members, representing each
of the 13 western states, discussed the broad issues if
state autonomy versus regional cooperation and
WICHE's objectives and goals as defined in its Com-.

iv
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pact and Byla,ws. Senaror Karl Swan of Utah and
Representative Jack Sidi of Wyoming were designated
as reporters to spmmarize the committee opinion on
these issues at Ivknday's session, FOCUS ON WICHE.
The Conference opened officially With a dinner meet-
ing. Representative Lenton Malry, New Mexico, the
chairman of WICHE, welcomed his fellow western
legislators to the Conference, and Governor Raul
Castro welcomed the participants to the state of Ari-
zona. Robert H. Kroepsch, executive director of
WICHE, explained the threefold focus of the program
in a Conference overview. If a keynote speech estab-
lishes the tone of the meeting, then the address on
higher education issues and the legislative process by
Donald McNeil, executive director of theCalifornia
Postsecondary Educition Commission, promised a pro-
vocative conferenGo,\Dr. IvIeNeil reproached the legis-
lators for sometimes' meddling in academic affairs, a
charge to which the legislators were to respond many
times during the next two days.

Monday morning was devoted to a FOCUS ON
WICHE, a plenary session to discuss WICHE and its
programs, chaired by Anne Lindeman for the Legisla-
tive Review Committee. In addition /o Senator Swan
and Representative Sidi, Senator Chet Blaylock of
Montana and Senator Mary Roberts of Oregon served
as observers to summarize.the, floor discussion of the
principal topics. As a solution to the problem of
improving communication between WICHE- and state
egistators, the committee proposed the appointment
of an actively serving legblator as one of Ihe.three
Commissioners designated by the governor of each of
the 13 western states. The legislators present, voting
by state, approved the motion. Thus, for the first tithe
in WICHE history, the Legislative. Work Conference
produced a recommendation for consideration by the
Commissioners as an amendment to the Compact.

Chairman Malry presided at the .third session
luncheon mating at which Senator W. E. Snelson
from Midland, Texas, a member of the Legislative



Council of the Southern Regional ,Education B6-ariP
explained how this council facilitates improved rela-
tions between legislators and WICHE's southern
counterpart. \

FOCUS ON THE LEGISLAT as the theme
for concurrent sessions. Speakers addressed tive
issues resulting from the need to conserve state re
sources in a time of fiscal stringency,Conference par-
ticipants could choose to learn about current state
processes in allocating resources to higher education
from Frank Bowen, research analyg at thb Center for
Research and Development in Higher Education in
Berkeley, California, or hear George W. Angell, direc-
tor of the Academic Collective Bargaining Information
Services, explain the trends, effects, and issues of
collective bargaining. It olle_wing' a brief break, partici-
pants were offered new choices by Elizabeth Johnson,
member of the Commission for the Oregon Educational
Coordinating Commission and director of the Associa-
tion of Governing Boards of Colleges and Universities,
and Virginia Patterson, director of WICHE Student
Exchange Piograms. Mrs. Johnson addressed the state's
responsibility for postsecondary education. while Mrs.
Patterson explained some ,alternate means of providing
access to postsecondary education that are available
in the West.

Tuesday morning's FOCUS ON THE CAMPUS
session consisted of concurrent sessions explaining the
details of lifelong learning by Martha Church, president
of Hood College,and presenting alternatives to dimin-

Arizona

*

ishing s .ort by George Weathersby, associate profe
sor of the aduate School of Education, Harvard
Univer`gity. Late look into the future of higher
education as it migh ist in the 1980s Was 'provided
by Malcolm Moos, an ucationalN,consultant and
former president of the ersity Of, Minnespta.
William (Bud) Davis, president o he iversity of
New Mexico, offered a concurrent cons ra on of an

tion's responsibility to the state. WI Com-
missioner and Ihe-CiTmi---nTsSioner of Higher .Education
of the Montana University System, Lawrence K. Pettit,
introduced the luncheon speaker, Lee Kerschner, who
is the assistant executive vice-chancellor of the Cali-
fornia State University and Colleges. Mr. Kerschner
concluded the 1975 Conference with a look at the
relationship_ of the political process to postsecondary
education.

In his efaluation of the Conference, one of the
participants }toted that the sessions had provided him
vith "enough thought to last the winter." What the

Confere9ce, provided for WICHE was an increased
awareness of the need to improve the relationship
between the organization and western legislators who
represent the states that WICHE serves The purpose
of the 1975 Legislative Work Conference was, to pro-
vide a forum 'for discussing mutual concerns shared
by legislators and educators. Judging from the animated
and sometimes heated discussions that marked the
sessions of this year's Conference, the regional and
state issues of the legislature-and campus were assur-
edly on target. -

Mar y. Jo Lavin
Coordinator of Planning
WICHE
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Higher Education issues and the Ledislative Process,

'Dr. Donald R. MCNeil
Director, California Postsecondary Education Commission

Ten short years ago I would have communicated
to you my concern about escalating enrollments, the
monies needed to care for millions of new students,
the ,need for new varieties of programs, new methods
of teaching, new buildings, new computers, new cam-
puses, even whole new higher education systems. -I
would have ,mentioned our changing life styles and
attitudes, how we should handle the more strident
demands for student participation in governance, and
how we should deal with sit-ins, wed dorms, ethnic
minorities, \lemonstrations, and drugs. I might have
raised the philosophical question of whether our uni-
versities and colleges were to point the way to change,
or to be the changemakers themselves. Were we to be
cool observers; detached researchers, or impassioned
advocates of a (-hanging soLiety? How far away many
of those issues seem today!

Higher Education Issues

The educational issues that confront u.
not nearly so dramatic as those of the 1960
issues seldom garner front-page headlines or
the evening news. They do not mobilize
antagonists, shut down the scho
lators' mail with outrgi et ries for action.
crises have subsided.

lood t

now are
Today's
ominate

nds of
c legit
o, the

Even though the issues today are not as dramati
the implications are just as serious, the dangers jt t

as real. They- are, much more complex issues, w th
great gray areas of subtleties. The issues are not as
black and white as they were in the 1960s. Neverthc-

2
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Greetings: Gov. Raul Castro, Arizona

1k

P'resider: Rep. Malry, New Mexico

less, I believe these issues can be equally dangerous to
the future of higher education, for they represent
potential sources.of basic misunderstanding and con-
flict that could cause irreparable harmhto our colleges
and universities.

Not only have the issues changed, but also the
context within which we must deal with them, has
changed. Ours is now an economy of scarcity, not
affluence, and limited growth, unthinkable ten years
ago, is now a fact of life for educators. Jobs that went
begging are now being begged for, students are looking
not so much outward to society as inward to them-
selves, overcrowded classrooms may soon become
unfilled classrooms, accountability is in; and vague
philosophical justifications of higher education are out.

Many of the primary issues facing us for the rest
of the 1970s and into the 1980s are logical results of
some of the excesses of the last decade. The pendulum
has swung away from the activist-oriented, free-swing-
ing, expanding acadeiiiic environment. The emphasis
now seems to be more on consolidation of gains than
on adveitttirous new experiments. And the tone is more
pragmatic than dramatic; after all, when the rhetoric is
set aside, cld not many.of the issues really boil down
to 'a series of 'questions and their resolution to a matter
of providing answers? .

Accountability

The first of these issues revolves around the quest
for sound, comparable data. Everyone is now turning



to rmat systems."
has 'become r. of "accounta
to justify and reit' our yearly
programs, facilities, resea Tojects,

*gher education this
'ty." We are-asked

uests, for new
a and money.

And more and more,
to

are turning to " "ha 'data to
find "hard" answers to these "hard" queStion I have
no quarrel with legislators who are asking\thes ques-
tions; we e-educators should have the answer3,,,I have
rib quarrel with information sYstenfs'2- the will . elp
is to obtain these answers.

Perhhps what concerns me about this issue is the
potenlial "master'slave,'" relationship! If we re the
masters of our inforniation. systems, they can d mar-
velous and wonElerful things -for'-us: 'provide us with
an excellent ,management tool, to promote beneficial
self-analysis; enable us to respond to the demand for
"accountability" from those to whom we go for money;
and entia.tice our credibility with the public by enabling ,

us to better explain our, programs and accomplish-
ments. If we become "slaves" to our information sys-
tems, however, they can sap our Vitality, destroy our
true purpose: cost could become the sole basis for
decisions of academic policy; a' sterile centralization
and standardization would be inevitable; "good" edu-
cation could well become 'efficient" education; and
another layer of cost and dnother level of bureaucracy
would be added to an alrgady overburdened structure.

, . .
I 'would simply ask that neither legislato nor

educators seek salvation in .statistics alone. I hold no
brief for' so-called "academid inefficiency" but I do
plead the. case fOr quality and a philosophic commit-

' ment to our educational tasks. Often these tasks cannot
be treasured 'by the computer; learniiig cannot b
quantified. _I hope you will find some understandin
of the true' return on the learning investment. The
product of the mind is difficult to place On a balance
sheet.

State Support of Private Higher Education

The second issue that concerns hie is that, of state
support of private higher edtleatioh. (Rather, I should
say "direet".state support. since we are providing sub-
stantial indirect support through student-aid programs,

, both at the federal and state levels.) Leaving aside the
constitutional barriers = which-n.1ay beinsurmountahle
in some states )1 watild remind you that with state
money "inevitably there is state control. Are private
colleges and universities willing to pay the price? And,
if so, just how high a price? We frequently point to the
private institutipns as an-invaluable source of diversify
ana innovation, will state support foster these qualities
or will it discourage them? Should a state support all
private institutions equally, or should the smaller and
weaker members of the group be cast afloat to "sink
or swim"? And finally, do-private colleges and univer-

e

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

sities:'truly need state support on a long-term, perma-
nent basis? If so, is it to be justified on the basis of
need, .enrollments, and. efficiency or what?

I regard prjvate institUtions as a valuable state and
national resource. Are there ways to aid those institu-
tions that can pefform state-held objectives (vocational

., education, for example) and still allow them their
autonomy? For example, could contracts be set up
that would let privatesinstitutiogs take on public assign-

'. ments without interference by ,the state? I. hope, so.
Society will be stronger for it, if the capacity of these
private institutions is added to the total educational
resource base of the state.

1.

Adult Education

----The third issue ,,has to do with so-called adult
education. For many yearns, adult and continuing edu-
cation was treated as the stepchild of ,the educational
establishment. It was patted on the head from time to
time, but mostly it was praised with faint damns. As
with most embarrassin offspring, however, it would

-not go away; it just hung around waiting to become
.a full-fledged issue and it has made it! Today in
California, as in many-other states, adult education
has become the center ofP a statewide controversy
sparked by thF comments of politibians and
by the responses of almost everybody die. Questions
abound: What is the definition of "adult education?"
Are not all citizens Over 18 years of = age adults? Is
here really a wed to expand our programs of adult

edd a ion. Who shou a or fee. adult education?- What-,N
courses should be 'offered? Where should they be

J offered? And.th clincher 'who is going to pay for
,flem -adult education?

4 would argue that these and ober questions are
secondary issues, not the major ones, The real issue is
our 'commitment to providing access and opportunity
to .citizens who missed the educational boat or who
Want to get back on board. Is a college education qnly
fbr18- to 24-yea-olds with'the traditional preparatory.
background? Are men or women who just wandered
"accidentally" Into a career or an occupation out of
luck if they want a change? Are all those millions-
straaded in that great "cultural wasteland" v4. cal
television .doomed to_permanent exile?

bete are some very sound arguments pra tic
arguments ---rfor. expanding the opportunity for adult
education. It may well be the answer to the steady-state
enrollment that is rapidly approaching. It may be part

large part) of the solution to job obsolescence in
an increasingly technological world. And I believe it
can also be the solution, and perhaps the only one, to
the immediate and pressing problems.ofs poverty, dis-

.. .criibinatiOn,and blighted opportunity.

A :"3
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,,, The questions are legidn. How do we approach the

education of this vast adult population? What oppor-
tunities or handicaps will we place before the citizens?
How do we organize this venture? To which institu-
tions do we allocate which functions? How much do
we charge for which offerings? How extensively should
we commit ourselves to the support of education '(or
fun, relaxation, self-improvement, and cultural aware-
ness'.. These are all questions .demanding answers.
Bureaucracies at each level educational, legislative,
and gubernatorial should quit waffling, The problem
will not go away. The demands of the older age groups4
especially, are increasing. Even if some institutions and
states make the decision that state support should not

' go to part-time or to older students or for an off-
campus delivery system, at least that would be a
decision. We must also decide about two closely related
problems that have plagued adult education foe many
years. One is adult education "overkill," the situation
in which several institutions duplicate each others'
programs and services in the same area. This misguided
competition is academic inefficiency at its worst. The
other problem is one of neglect, which leaves entire
groups of potential students with few, and in some
cases no, adult education opportunities.'

Legislative and Academic Irony
The fourth issue illustrates the irony with which

all of us must ,learn to live, for irony is truly one of
the hallmarks of both legislative and academic wo s

,411 through the 960s, the move on the part of egis-
latures was centralize educational activities through

..vario orms of coordinating councils or unified
ems of higher education. While practically-no state

went the ultimate route of consolidating everything
(Wisconsin and Maine left The vocational schools
separate, the New ork Regents have some power over
everything, but th tate University of New York is
not exactly subservient), there was a feeling in the
land that excessive competition and duplication and
special appeals to 'legislatures from single campuses

t had to be brtiught under control. So a modified' cen-
tralization, took place, antk.by the 1'970s practically
every state had a coordinating body of some sort.

This brought loud Lries of protest about loss 'of
autonomy from the institutions (some.of,whom were,
thernsel)ves, statewide systems, and the). heard protests
about 81olation of institutional autonomy from thci,
own campuses). /

_vile protests had some effect. N'o coordi ating
, ..,

agency went too the smart ones pi- ed theirfar, arid
attlegounds _Carefully. Gradually they came to appre-

ciate-Alte-plight of their academic institutions, and, in
this,nteraction, relative peace wasAnade in most states.

Regionalism

The fifth issue concerns regionalism. The irony is
that the proponents of centralization are often now
the very ones advocating decentralizing education to
the regional level (which may be centralization from
the campus viewppint if you have- been autonomous,
left to do what you want),/The reason is that we never
did straighten out jurisdictional matters to any great
degree; we never made the educational system a single
unit with power to enforce rules, program changes, or
whatever. I believe that we would never want such a
tyranny from the top. I would not want all education
invested in a single board, person, or group.

Here and there, different jurisdictions. tried to
work together voluntarily. Consortia weresreated. Vol-
untary agreements for shared facilities, libraries, facul-
ties-, and students made modest beginnings. Public and
private universities and community colleges and
even, on occasion, proprietary schools worked to-
gether in limited fashion. There was no true regional
planning for the benefit of the citizens of an area; there
was Fro willingness to yield real autonomy for the com-
mon good; and there Were no methods, means, or
powers of enforcement when someone did not stay
within guidelines or rules.

So now as costs go up, inflation continues, enroll-
ments are leveling off, and money is scarce, institutions
and leaders are looking to regional planning, as op-
posed to statewide planning or absolute institutional
autonomy, as a better use of limitecapunds. It is true
that the larger and more complic ed the ,state, e
more need there is for a regional approach. Yet loo
at states like *ashington, with Seattle and Spokane,
Nevada, with Reno and 'Las Vegas; Arizona, with
Phoenix and Tucson, and Oregon, with Portland and
the Willamette Valley areas where a regional .ap-
proach to educational problems often makes more
sense than a statewide operation. And, of course, it
certainly Ades in California. The regional approach
within a state is A important as the regional approach
fostered by WICHE at the interstate level.

i
No doubt this view is encouraged by the, harsh

reality of no-growth budgets and shrinking educational
dollars. But I would To 'like to think that we are
motivated by the realization that autonomy and unique-
ness are not demohstrated when three institutions offer
the same program at the same tittle, in the same town.
It simply does not make good sense academically or'
economically for 'our colleges to engage in this
wasteful duplication And harmful competition.

The time has come for our public and private insti-
tutions to give more than lip service to the concept of
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mutual cooperation for the benefit of our stddents and
our society. We must coordinate our efforts and our
resources, pooling our strengths, to provide the best
education possible to the most people possible at the
mininium,cost possible. I firmly believe that we can
achieve these goals through regionalism, and I hope it
can be done voluntarily, perhaps with grants used as
a lure to institutions to give up some of their autono- '
mous ways.

There will be difficulties (when are there not?):
resistance, jurisdictional squabbling, and cries of dut-
rage even anguish. But regional cooperation can and
should be accomplished. With the prompting of sto.Ed
legislators whether it be gentle or very firm ,
regionalism can lead to more efficient, more br9adly
based education, and higher qualify educatiOn7

Statewide Coordination

The issue of regionalism is closely related ,to an-
other issue that, in a sense, feeds on the regions,
namely, the .role of the statewide coordinating group,
the state-level bureaucracy that varies so widely in
powers, influence, and talents in the several states.

Shduld the statewide unit be the technical hand-
maiden of the legislature? The higher education tattle-
tale? A policeman of the colleges and universities? An
enforcer for the "mob"? Or should it be the diplomatic
spokesman for the higher education community? The
staunch ally of administrators and faculty? The de-
fender of collegiate faith? Or the mouthpiece for the
profession?

It should be none of these, of course exclusively.
It should be all of these, perhaps in part. I believe
it can ,be spokesman, leader, confidant, referee, and
independent entity. I hope the schizophrenic nature of
its having to relate to both the governor and legislature
pn the one hand and to the educational establishment
on the other does not drive it to the brink.

Collective Bargaining

sol cane bargaining for higher edueati n. is an
issue th t may or may not survive the 197 . It is my
pmate iew, however, that in some for it mil remain
with us.

At its best, a campus is a c mtinity characterized
by a mutual regard and respect, a shared /commitment
to the growth and well -being of all its members and to
the importance of scholarship and tridividual compe-
tence. To a greater ez.tent than in/inost organizations,
die lines of authority on the La Ppuses have been based
on tacit understanding, trust nd good faith. This con-
cept, which we C call "co giality," is a fragile thing,
and it deserves our re ect and protection.

'Therefore, I mould urge tkar any legislation state
legislators may adopt clearly spell out specific condi-
tion for bargaining, rather:than ,Jeave such 4uestions
subject to interpretation` by an employment relations
board. The legislation I advocate would addreSs itself
to such issues as the basis on..which bargaining units are,:
to be determined, the issues that will be subject to bar-
gaining, the method or methods to be followed in
resolving disputeS, the role of the governing board in

- the bargaining process, and the role of.students'in that' z
same process.

The end goal and effect of such legislation should
be to create a w 11-defined apd, regulated bargaining
process that provi clear, orderly determination' of
salary and personal atters, while allowing questions
of academic policy t be decided in a spirit of uni414
peded collegiality.

Legislative Involvement

'Before I ,broach the final issue, I want to make a
personal comment or two About my past relations with
legislators. My career hhs brought me into frequent and-
close association with legislators iya number of states
around the country. These relationships have giv n

- many pleasant memories, as well as a few sca
e

But/
on the whole, I must admit that I like legislators: Most
of those I know work very hard at their job: they
understand the issues and they vote their convictions.
Beyond that, I think there is a natural affinity between
legislators and educators that comes from certain.
characteristics shared in common: both love to talk;
oth have egos, more often_than not, that are larger

than those of most other people; both share a passion
for committees and meetings; and both play_politics
with zest, whether in the lounge o acuity club or`
in the halls of the legislatu

It is f_grtunate that educators and legislators do
man o get along fairly well together, because there

simply no way, they can avoid each other. Certainly
not when public higher education-commabds the 'single .
largest share of taxpayer dollars each year in many
states. Certainly not when our largest capital investment,
is tied up in public educational facilities. And certainly
not when such is ues as collective bargaining, adult
'education, and regonalism, among others, are centers
of public debate and controversy and the subjects of
pending legislation.

There is-no escaping the fact that polities inevitably
plays a significant "le in the decision-making arena of
higher education. Legislators appoint board members,
review budgets, approve new buildings and campuses,
and set the level of spending. But that is sufficient. No
matter how amiable the relationship, or how great the
mutual respect, there is a point at which legislators and

/fr
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educatOrs muss part company. and that is when legis-
lators move beyond legitimate involvement in educa-
tional affairs to unwarranted interference. I do pot
characterize the increasing ,k-gislative demands, for
"accountability" as interfeence, if educators are as
productive as it is ntainta' ed, they -should be able to
demonstrate it convinci ly. I do not characterize re-.

quests _for data on st ents, facilities, programs, and
plans as interference/ if this information is not avail-
able,,tt should be. Iif a legislature cannot obtain it, 11,9w
can it possibly make sound educational decisions? (And
J do not-lharaeterVe responsible budget cutting as
Ititerference.)

In my v w, involvement becomes interference when
the, legisl ure impinges on .the academic-ii grity of
eduLational institutions, when dekisions a govern-
ance, )nstitutional management, academic ci
gra planning, admission requirements, .&acu(ty du
an otheT__retated issue are made not in the hallvf

, but in the corridor orthe state house.

The trend in legislature is to acquire qualified
staff. As staff capacity increases, legislators and their
assistants tend to believe that they kahow more than
educators about education. They begin to nitpick and
they have a position on almost every educational issue
They develop a fascination for the minutiae of budgets,
they pose questions 'of infinite variety and detail, and
they meddle in administrative matters and in the
approval not only of academic policies, but also of new
programs. They infruct the educational bureaucrac
on what to study, how to study it, and, at 'time ley
Lome perilously clo e to suggesting what results of
the study should be.

Some very well inte .ned legislators and their
staffs believe that th are being supportive of higher
education throw his kind of involvement. But no
matter how I able theiriptention, how sincere their
interest. end result eriri be, and too often is, greater
gad control of our institutions. I acknowledge that

y times there is a fine line between legitimate
egislative policy direction and legislative meddling.

What we must detfrogether, not separately) is to
examine that line constantly, talk about it candidly,
move it one way or another at times. and thereby assure
independence of ap ro riate io

to membersCit stablishments, educational and
legislative. .

In the decade of the 1960s, one the clearly
enunciated objectives of some students aided and
abetted by some faculty--was to politicize the tin
versity, to make it,;-fesponsive" to the immedi e
political anciso.9a1 urgencies tharcorrfrotp_tirsoc ty.
Against tire Wamatic background of, /hose tur lent
times, it was easy to perceive the 'c and resent
danger" which that objective pose . Efforts ti politi-
cize our institutions,wer resisted.

4/

To y, in relativelpqnieter times, th
poi' 'zing appears to have receded. B

sled, it is ever "present." It is difficul
_or educators, not to tinker with the
institutions. And to some legislato
irresistible temptation to which they
of "politi,eal realities" or of "the p

danger of
t do not be
even at times

chinery of our
it can be an

yield in t e name
Ix goo

Educators%do not lack for riti s. In the 'eyes of
cost accountants or manageme analystsAlre university
is not the model of modern nagernern efficiency that
it should be. In the view of keactivist, the_university
does not respond with qtnred alacrity to cribs F
social problems. I e opinion of the grass400ts
legislators, the versity is insensitive to the political
imperativ the day.

Iuld respond ,to such charges by restating the
central purpose of the univeysity . to seek to truth in

.
every elit.cumstarIce and in every_age. And, as a, his-
torian, I would also emphasize that mans, past is
replete with - painful lessons that oday's "truth" is
tomorrow's "error."-This concept of the university has
served this nation enormously well. It has provided us,
often indirectly and over a seemingly long,period of
time, with economic, political, social, and intellectual
advances that cannot be matched. It will continue to
do so with our patience and understanding, and, above

our unwavering commitment to its inherent right-
ness. It cannot do educator

er it be in the anriouted name ofcorrupts it
tic good" or in the unspoken name of "political

power." So to legislatol-s I say, "That choice is yours,:
and to educators, I say, "That choice is yours" The
choice for all of us is ours.

1:7
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Focus on WICHE,

Presider: Rep. Lindeman, Arizona

.111,

Sen. Blaylock, Montana Sen. Roberts, Oregon

Monday morning's plenary sessiol an
Opportunity for western le .rs and educators to
discuss with NICHE C. nmissioners and staff the re-
lationship between the regional organization and the
West that it serves. The session was conducted by the
Legislative Review Committee and was chaired by
Committee Cha. epresentitive nne in

man WICHE Chairman Lc-11ton Ma lry of
w Mexico opened the meeting. and WICHE Execu-

tive Director Robert H. Kroepsch extended to all of
th-e pa cipants a welcome to the Conference.

Before initiating discussion, Representative Linde-
man reported briefly on the meeting of the Legislative
Review Committee that had been held the preceding
day, Sunday, 7 December, and explained the -format
that would be Observed for the general session. At its

the Legislative Review Committee had dis-
cussed three i tant organizational concerns; ( I ) the
relationship between E, a regional agency, and
the western states; (2) the\ org ional functions of
WICHE as expressed by its Compact an. I 'm/s; and
(3) WICFIE's programs, both existing and plan
These topics would serve as springboards for discus-
sion at the second session, FOCUS ON WICHE;. The
Committee's discus ton on the topics would be sum-
marized for the partftpants by Senator Karl Swan of
Utah and Representative Jack Sidi of Wyoming, both
members of the Legislative RCVICW Conimittee WICI IF
programs ,would, not be considered as a separate topic
for disjssion but would be used as examples to illus-,
trate points related to the first two concerns. Discussion

FOCUS ON WICHE

a

w

Sen. Swan, Utah
z
Rep. Sidi, Wyoming

frointh-c-floor relating to the topics would be sum-
marized at the end of the session by Senator Mary
Roberts of Oregon and Senator Chet Blaylock of

_Montana.

Senator Swan summarized the Legislative R6iiew
imittee's discUssion of the relationship between

WICHE an rn states. He initially-eamessed
the Committee's feeling o ranee" about the
WICHE projects. Senator Swan stresses Commit-
tee's concern that, in general, legislators fee
receive "poor quality information" regarding educa-
tional issues. The Legislative Review Committee mem-
bers believe that, if they are to make decisions in the
future concerning WICHE, they -must receive the

-...,necessary factual information from the Commissioners.
Specifically, the Committee requested a review of the
adequacy of the student exchange fee in covering indi-
vidual educational costs. The Committee recommended
that information on the Student Exchange Programs
be made available at the high school level. A repeated
concern' of the Legislative Review Committee was the

ontact between legislators and WICHE
personnel. The Committee recognized the benefit of
interstate cooperation on a regional basis to avoid
unnecessary and costly duplication of time and effort.
Before opening the floor for questions, Representative
Lindeman added thai bilateral agreements between
states are resulting because legislators lack information
about the availability of .spaces for student exchange in
certain professional programs.

7
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The discussion that followed the Committee's reportz

was summarized by Senator Mary Roberts. Senator
, Roberts noted that the dominant theme of the partici-

pants' comments was a realization of the tremendous
need for more Information about WICHE --,,not only
by the legislators, who need to make decisions an /
inform their constituents, but also by the general p It.

and students as well. The newly released impac reports
for the individual states were acknowledged an initial
step in apprising the states of the costs d benefits of
WICHE programs. There was consi able controver
however, over the, appropriate mount for fee reim-
bursement_in the Student Ex ange Programs. Included
in the sometnies heated discussion was the issue of
bilateral contracts ,and---theii, effect on the WICHE
Student Exchange Prograrns. Legislators also ques-
tioned the degree of parity for ethnic minority stu-
dents within the Student Exchange Programs, WICHE
was encouaged to irvvestigate what can be done to
increase the number/Of spaces in professional schools,
available to minorities. A question raised but not

,,,,... settled by the discussion was whether or not WICHE
Should include oapltal costs in the SEP fees. A final
p "nt of the discussion was repeated by several legis-
la rs .who sitiggested, that regional plpnning should
i elude a method -of legislative review before decisions
are made concerning programs to lie funded by the

1pgislators. Some participantssuggested involving
7 ,WICHE more actively in recommending sites bar

needed professional schools. This modification of
,WICHE's traditional role was not discussed fully.
however. ,_

Representative Jack Sidi summarized the Legisla-
tive Review Committee's consideration of ,the organ-
izational functions of WICHE as expressed, in the
Compact and Pylaws. As a result of its discussion, the

Co
th

mittee recommended that Article 2, Section 1 of
Bylaws referring to membership be hanged to

uirement, it
ssioners be a

to Represen-
e's concern that

,information about
WICHE and its programs. <Equa y impOrtant to the
committee was the absence of mental health expertise,----'_
on the Commission which, nonetheless, is making ci-
sions relative to WICHE mental health grams.
Before entertaining discussion, Representa ive Linde-
man observed that the connection between some of
WICHE's programs and higher education is very
tenuous.

The discussion that followed was sum
Senator Chet Blaylock., Senator Blay lo 9hsehat
the discussion had confirmed the legislators' dissatis-
faction with the level of their participation in deter-
mining WICHE programs. The Conference' participants
moved- and seconded to insert the recommended lan-
guage as an amendment into 'the organizational Bylaws
in order to increase legislative participation in WICHE.
A short recess was called to allow each state to caucus
before Noting on this issue. The recommended amend-
ment was approved by a 10 to 3 (Colorado, Idaho, and
New,,Mexico dissenting) roll-call vote. The motion to
recommend the change was passed and will be con-
sidered ari action item on the agenda of the Commission
Executive Committee meeting to be held garch 5 to 7,
1976, in Los Angeles.

The FOCUS ON WICHE concluded 'with brief
presentations by members of the senior staff who re-
viewed the programs currently being conducted by
WICHE.

luck. the follpv.ing. "although' not .a re
is recommended that one of the Com
s iNing legislator of each compacting s
ative Sidi-7eaffirmed the Committ

legislators are not receiving enoug
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FOC,135` ON THE LEG1SLA1VRE
s

The Istative Council of the
Southern Iona! Education BOai-d:

'How It Wor

Senator W. E. (Pete) Snelson .
texas State Legislature

During m3, past 15 years Of service in the Texas
Legislature, tigiere-.has not been any professional ex-
perience,more rewardiiirth relationShip with the
Southern Regional Education Board (SREB). This
is because of my sincere belief in the role of the inter-
state compact in the field of higher education and
because of the outstanding accomplishments under the
leadership of Winfred Godwin, president of SREB.
Thus, my remarks .are centered on the issue of legisla-
tive involvement in SREB matters.

Legislative Involvement in SREB Activities

pegislative involvement ha's not-always been at the
level it is today_The original Compact and BY-Laws

_of thcSoultiern Regional Education Board adopted "in
1948 did not provide for legislative membership on
the Board, nor did they spec/ ypes of procedures of
relationships between 'the oard and legislatures, °cp
Compact states. Both the Compact and the._13tLaws
frequently refer to the, services --thatSREBshould
render to member states; thus.-1y, implication. 'they
emphasize the need requent communica-
tion be e Board, and the respective legislatures.
It is also' necessary. to remember that the governors o -
the member states are intimately involved in tho-affliiTs
of the SREB. Each governor is a.--intraCi: of SREB
and is responsible for the appointment of other mem-
bers to the Board. A governor serves Annan), as chair-
man of the SREB, and this has meant from the begin-
ning that the Board has political "status" and visibility
in the states. This would not have been the case had

Rep. Malry,,New Mexico

,the Board"s affairs been/controlled solely by educational

In addition SREB's animal or bi nnual request to
the states for appropriations to support the Board and
to carry out state commitments under the Compact
underscored the need for strong relationships with the
legislatures.

/leaders.

Also of importance is the fact that the Southern
Regional Ethication_ Compact, conceived from the be-
ginning as a broad and flexible instrument for the
development of the South through -higher education.
came into being in the:late-4940s. This was a time
when higher education wasliecoming a more dominant
concern of state- government, and therefore a matter in
vvhich-tegislative 'influence and participation was in-

In 1955 the Compact was amended to provide for
a fifth Board member from each of the Compact states.
with the stipulation that this member be a state legis-
a or. of the early Legislative Work Con-

ing moreWtirest-auiong the legislators
in the regiondl.prOgrams was decidedly a major reason
for this action by the Board. The governors and univer-
sity presidents on the Board recognized the value to the
regional program of having a legislative member from
each state. While a few legislators had been appointed
to membership on the Board during its early years,
there was general agreement that the Com act itself
should provide for at least one from eac state: A
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..nurnlier of states, however, have-more than .one legis-
lative member on the Board.

There are other ways in which legi-slative influence
is felt in SREB itself. In 1954, 1955, and 1956, SREB

, choose a legislative member as. vice-chairman of the
Board; and since then a legislator traditionally has been

elected secretary-treasurer. In addition. legislative mem-
bees serve oh the important Executive, Finance, and
Plans. and Policies Committees. Legislators comprise
one-third of the Board's important Executive Commit-
tee, wpich has full power to act between Board meet-

.
ings.if necessary. _

,

Legislators fafe- also -invited to serve on various
program committees, of SREB, including the Commis-
sion on Regional Cooperation and a special committee
studying regiohal library cooperation. In short, the
participation of legislators in the day-to-day affairs of
the Board has increased through the years to the point
where they ale a vital influence in the shaping of SREB
policies and programs.

The most visible and vital means of assuring
major .involvement of legislators in regional education,
however, is, the LegiS -y Council (LAC).
to amending the Compact to .provide
for regislative representation from each state, SREB
also decided to establish a continuing Legislative Ad-
visory. Countil to advise the Board on legislative mat-

, ters pertaining to southern regional education and to
serve as a permanent steering committee for the annual
Legislative Work Conference. LAC consists of at least

,...one state representative and one State senator from
each state. The legislato on the Board from each state
automatically become -me ers of the Council,.- LA
meetings are regularly herd t e each year, including a
meeting at the Legislative or -Conference...

Meetings of the Legislative Cou it generally last
two days. Usually, they consist of both discussion of
specific SREB legislative activities and a topic of
regional concern that may need future SR or LAC
attention.

Present Council' nimnbership numbers 32' from he

14 SRE,B stags. This membership includes 18 sta e
senators and 14 state representatives During the 20
years of'llie LAC's operation, nearly 140 legislators

'have scsted on,the Council. Two of the original Council
memblA-are still members. with 20 years of contin-
uous service quite an accomplishment in this era
of rapid turnover .in legislatures. One cal imagine the
stability and visibility that these members provide. The
present membership of the Legislative Advisory Coun-
cil is v.ell,balanced in Council experiene. Approxi-
mately one-third of the .members have served 10 or

more years, one-third, have served 5 to 10 years, and.
one-third have been members.for fewer.. than 5 y!'"_ears
A number of Council members chair or ark' ing

ittees.members of state education and finance, co
.

When the SREB established the ,egislative Ad-
visory Council, it proposed seve signitiCrant guide-
lines for LAC policy. The guider es vfere:

1. That the Council be " part of its [the Board's]
continuing progra

. 2. That,there wo a relationship between the
Council and e states:, their governors and,
their legisl ur s.

3... That th' e would be a relationship between, the
Count land he Board. that the Council w9uld
adv. e the and (and the President) on legis-
la e matt rs pertaining to the operation: of the

egional ompact.

4, That the would be a relationship between the
Councilnd the Board's annual Legislatire.
Work .C.6frferenee: the Councilwould- serve as
the pettlianent steering conithittetfor the an-
nual Legislative Work Conference.

In accordance with these guidelines, consideration
f the Board's Executive Committee, which had recom-

mended establishing the Council, and the discussions,
at the Legislative Work Conference, which endorsed
the Cominittees reco nations, the followingprinti
ciples were ado or Council policy:

he Council as cuz Integral Part of Compact
periition. The Council; as a continuing part of the

Board's. operation, shall keep itself informed Of all
prograths and activities under the Southein Regional
Education Compact. Council members and other legis-
latots will take part in the study and deliberations of
prograin committees of the Board, when possiblei at
the request of the 'SREB president. The Council will
direct its efforts toward serving as an integral part of
the operation of the Compact.

2. The Council in Relationship, to the Board. In
its relationship to the Board, the Council is an advisory
body. It will review legislative matters pertaining to the
operation of_ the Compact and make recommendations
tct t1>e-10ard concerning those matters. It will study

=-Compact operation and recommend to the Boarp legis-
lative action designed toimplement Compirct 'pprposes.
It will recommend to the Board pr cedurqs for so
designing and ,conducting its progr ms as lo assure
thent'df optimum.legislative

3. The Countil in Relationship to the States., The
Council, in all of its actions and recothmendations, will ,
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be advisory in its relationship as the states. Members
will keep their governors and legislatures advise'd of

,Compact program activities with which the Council is
associated.

4. The Council as the Legisladve Work Confer-
ence Steering Committee: The Council will determine
policy and advise on procedures for the annual Legis-
lative Work Conference on Southern Regional Educa-
tion. It will advise the ,Board on matters pertaining to
Legislative Work Conference schedUling, agenda, and
party *pation.

//Operating on these policy guidelines, LAC is in-
v2lved in a number of activities. For example, based
on the experience with the Legislative Work Confer-

,. ences, LAC is- sponsoring other seminar-workshops of
smaller groups such as heads of education committees,
appropriations-finance committees, legislative oversight
committees, persons who serve simultaneously on edu-
cation and appropriation-finance committees, and key
staff persons for these various committees. An initial
program of this kind focusing on budgeting for higher
education and legislative oversight was held for finance
and eduattiiop committee chairmen January 8-10, 1976,
in conjunction with the winter LAC meeting.

Information exchange among legislators and par-
ticularly between LAC and SREB staff is another mat-
ter to which the Council giVes attention. One example
of this information flow is an annual 'publication en-
titled State Legislation Affecting Higher Education in
the South. This comprehensive yet comparatively bricf
summary keeps members well informed on higher
education and budget developments throughout 9REB
states. This publication will be used next year to prc-
pare a synopsis of legislative happenings, which will go
to all legislators in the SREB area.

Naturally one of the most successful ways of ex-
changing information with legislators has been through
the Legislative Work Conference, an activity to which
the Council still assigns high priority.

Development of the SREB Conference and Its Role
in Incretising Legislative Involvement

The Legislative Work Conference,: was originally
conceived by SREB staff as a means of keeping legis-
lators in the Compact states better informed about the
Board and ofseeking their advice on the conduct of
the Board's activities. It was.- in bluntest terms. an an-
nual effort to show a group of legislators that SREB
was a worthwhile activity deserving of continued sup-
port. The program of the first Legqlative Work Co
ference, held in 1952, was designed to extend
understanding and support of the Board. SREB's
organization and methods of operation were carefully

FOCUS ON THE LEGISLATURE

explained, and' emphasis was placed on use of the
regional Compact in a variety of ways for improving
higher education.

Both staff and legislative participants professed
satisfaction with the first conference and encouraged
the holding of annual conferences. Almost from the
beginning, however, both staff and legislative partici-
pants saw the Work Conference as having much
broader possibilities than simply being an annual review
of the work of SREB and of extending the cqdre of
loyal SREB legislators. Thus, the Work Conference
has broadened its purpose to the point where it is now
primarily a regional forum for the discussion of prob-
lems and, issues in higher education of concern to all
area states. SREB affairs, when deemed appropriate,
are still given a place on the conference agenda, but
generally they occupy a brief and subordinate place
compared to the selected issues and problems that
constitute, the theme of a given Legislative Work
Conference.

The agendas of the 24' annual Legislative Work
Conferences have reflected a wide range of _interests.
Conference. participanyhave tackled specific problems

, dealing with areas such as mental health, technical-
vocational education, and graduate education. Other
conferences have dealt with emotion-laden problems
such as those of the student - goverance issues of the
late 1960s, During the late 1950s and the 1960s, a
recurring topic was providing edtvcational opportunities
during a period of rapidly increasing enrollments 4nd
expenditures. At the most recent work conference,
titled "Efficiency and.Effectiveness Flagher Educa-
tion,- higher education policies were discussed for a
future in which both enrollment and finance trends are
uncertain. My point is that these annual Legislative
Work Conferences have been a way of focusing on
matters of real substance in a way that encourages the
most open exchang8 of ideas and extends understand-
ing of the important issues in higher education. They
have also been a valuable extension of LAC itself, in
that they have exposed more legislators t5 the contri-
butions and potential: of regional education. As such,
they have enhanced the LAC's efforts to remain sensi-
tive to needed new directions for the COmpact program.

A new development that has been encouraged by
LAC is the establishment within SREB of the State
Services,Office, designed to increase and extend SREB
services to all member states and particularly to state
legislatures. The 'Offide will develop and coordinate
research, informational, and consultative services, and
will be responsible for providing-staff services for the
Legiilative Advisory Council and its activities. This
includes assistance with the Legislative Work Confer-
ence and additioQa1 conferences and programs devel-
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oped by LAC. he State Serv.ces Office is providing
capsulized su .try informat n of legislative-higher
education inte est, with baau details to answer legis-
lators' inquir'es. To compleMent the capsulized sum-
mary infor anon. the State /Services Office and other
SREB staf and consultants, will prepare detailed, but
concise, i sue papers ,on critical and controversial
matters f cing higher education and state legislatures.
Other se vices will be proVided, but here I think it is
importa t to note only this increased emphasis on
service ,to states and to:state_ legislators. This State
Servic Office, located in the officeeof the SREB
Presi rkt, means that SREB is committed to maintain-
ing d improving legislative involvement.

I want to stress that the relationships SREB has
established with state legislatures have not resolved
all f the difficulties in dealing with the states and their
legi latures. As might be expected, relationships with
so e legislatures are stronger than with others, some-
tim s reflecting different degrees of participation of
the states in the_roMpact program, sometimes simply
ref ecting the vary ing degrees of interest that different
let4 slitors have in higher education, and more partku-
la y, in a regional education organization. On balance,
ho vever, t.be gradually maturing relationships with
le islators ?rave, enabled SREB to become a stronger
or anizatioii, with' legislators an influential pact of the
program. Althp t the dose involvement of governors
in the Boa0.4, gram has been of great convenience
'in efforts' to clop satisfactory legislative relation-
sh ps, it t assured such relationships. Although
S is a ..i,:kture of states anpnot of institutions, its
wrrrk is printtyily with 'institutions of higher education.

This has made it necessary, in order to relate effectively
to universities, to develop legislative relationships that
would not in any way threaten existing or future rela-
tionships between the public universities and the legis-
lature of a given state, and would not divert the Board
frbm its primary concern, that of the expansion and
improvement of higher education in the southern
states.

If interstate cooperation through regional compacts
is important and serves a needed function for the
benefit of higher education as well as the taxpayers
of the individual states (and I personally answer both
in the affirmative), then I think that legislative input
and output are vital. It is essential that there be an
almost equal interplay between the legislative and
executive branches and higher education. I feel that
we have achieved a most effective relationship in the
southern region, but any success that we have been
able to achieve must be attributed in lave measure to
the good will of both political and educational leaders
whose concern for higher education and for regional
cooperation has overcome the natural problems and
tensions incidental to the establishment and develop-
ment' of a new kind of public organization.

As the West looks to the future and charts new
plans, I hope that it will not be discouraged by tempo-
rary setbacks or difficulties. The abilityto work/together
on a regional basis in higher education is essential if
we are to successfully marshal our 'forces to meet the
changing educational needs of the people and to
do it in terms of sound fisgal responsibility and
management.
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FOCUS ON THE LEGISLATURE

Dollar, Dollar, Who Gets the Dollar?:
Making Decisions in Time
of Fispal Stringency

( , fi

Dr. Fronk M. Bowen
Reseorch Specialist, Center for Research and Development in Higher Educotion
University of California, Berkeley

State budgeting for higher education has changed
significantly during the east seven or eight years. I.

believe that these changes have a specific direction and
that the pace of change is accelerating. It is now pos-
sible, although not without risk, to speculate on the
broad outlines of higher education budgetary processes
in, say. - 1955. My own prediction is that public higher
education will be supported and administered-along
lines that are similar to procedures and concepts pro-
posed with great fanfare in the 1950s and 1960s,-
implemented in a desultory fashion by the federal and
state governments, and either explicitly abandoned or
less explicitly igilored in the early 1970s. I am, of
course, talking about planning, programming, and
budgeting systems (PPBS).

*This paper was presented at the National Seminar of the
Insersice Education Program in Postsecondary Education, Edu
cation Commission of the States, and the National Association
of State Budget Officers, in Denver, Colorado, on December
17. 1975. It is generally derived from three research projects
with which I hase been associated with Lyman A. Glenn).
Frank A. Schnucitleinind others in a study of slate bti4eting
for higher education jointly funded by the National institute
of Education and the Ford Foundation;. with Eugene C. Lee
in a survey of mullicampus systems and the "steady state"
funded by the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education, and currently with Lyman A Glenny in a study of
"higher education's response to state fiscal crisis under a grant
front the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Educa-
tion. the views expressed here are, of courst, my own, and do
not necessarily reflect those of the Insers ice Education Pro
gram, the seseral funding agencies, nor the associates named
here who kindly found time to review an earlier version of
the paper.
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Presider: Sen. Sondison, Washington

The demise of PPBS in the federal government was
\ announced in 1971, and Allen Schick Wrote its
4abituary: .

The death notice Was conveyed on June 21", 1971, in
a memorandum ,accompanying "Circular A-11, the
Office of Management and Budget's (OMB) annual
ritual for the preparation and submission of agency
budget requests. No mention was madp in the memo
of the three initials which had dazzled the world of
budgeting five years.earlier, nor was ther,e'any admis-
sion of failure or disappointment.'

Prior to its demise,;`however:PPBS had spread to
a number of states.2"This is neither the time nor the
place for a new assessment of PPBS itj state budgeting.
My impression,* however, is that, at best, it is in a
state of arrested development. There is a legacy of

"'program budget" formats in some states and, far more
important. there is a growing interest in policy or pro-
gram valysis among state agencies.3 Although indi-
vidual components of PPBS are being used to improye
existing budgetary processes, it does not appear that
they are being integrated into a system that would use
the state budget to raise major policy alternatives for
decision. Viewing education as an overall state pro-
gram, elementary and secondary education remain
isolated from postsecondary education. Aside from the
formality of 1202 commissions, postsecondary educa-
tion is still fragmented into traditional higher educa-
tion, community colleges:.and proprietary schools.
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Within higher education itself, horrsever, state higher
education agenc'es, multicampus systems, and indi-

s are moving or are being driven
ntial achievement of what I see as the

vidual instituti
toward subs
niajoi- objectives of PPBS: the integration of institu-
tional objectives, program review, and the budgetary
process. Unlike PPBS as originally conceived what
I call "traditional PPBS" the present movement in
higher education lacks a name. It has some aspects of
a ""process budget," which Fremont Lyden sees as
essential for resource reallocation.} "Policy analysis"
might well describe the result of higher education's
efforts to cope with the technical requirements of tra-
ditional PPBS.' Earl Cheit simply called it a "new
style" that is characterized by control, planning, evalu-
ation, and resource reallocation.6 Yet these are also the
characteristics of traditional PI'BS, which, of course,
had been tried in higher education as it was in state
government.' It-did not find particularly fertile ground
in colleges and universities, however, and to my initial
thought that the new 'movement might be called "aca-
demic PPBS," Lyman Glenny countered with the
suggestion that "imperative planning" would be a better
term. Imperative planning lacks the negative connota-
tions of a seeming endless array of technical procedural
requirements associated with traditional PPBS. And,
of the characteristics of the "new style" suggested by
Cheit, resource reallocation is clearly the imperative
that leads to control, planning,. and _evaluation.'

Imperative planning is'a feim coined for this paper,
.`It is neither intended to eicompass specific procedureS
nor a specific budgetary 'format. Indeed, these will
differ within and amopg states, systems, and institu-
tions, Rather, imperative planning describes,whattv et
procedures are used when higher edutzation, setOs
down to realistic and serious integration of program
planning and budgeting.

After briefly explaining what I mean by traditional
PPBS, I will give an example of emsrging budgetary
practice in higher .education imperative 'planning.
I will then compare and contrast traditional PPBS
with imperative planning to show why I believe the
latter is succeeding in higher education while the for-
mer remains dormant in state government.

Troditio-nal PPBS

, Traditional PPBS had its o' rigins in the Hoover
Commission's 1949 recommendations of a federal
"performance budget" based on functions and activities.
In 1954 the Rand Corporatjon added the refinement
of looking at "programs" as objectives rather than' as
simply combinations of related activities. Traditional
PPBS was designated as the technique for formulation
of the Defense Department budget for fiscal 1963, and

in 1965 President Johnson required most federal
agencies to follow this procedure.6

Both concepts andcomPonents of traditional PPBS
are fairly, ,generally_understood, even though different
organizations used different words for them. The con-
ceptual bases have been concisely stated by Balderston
and Weathersby:

The key conceptual components of a PPB System are:
(1) systematic long-range planning (5-15 years) which
clearly articulates objectives and carefully examines
the costs and benefits of alternative courses of action
which meet these global objectives; (2) a selection
process for deciding on a specific course of action
(1-5 years) in the context of the examined alternatives
and chosen objectives (programming); (3) translating
these decisions into immediate (0-1 years) specific
financial, manpower, and policy plans (budgeting);
and (4) recognizing a multiyear planning horizon and
incorporating to the fullest extent possible the total

, long-term costs and benefits attributable to each course
of action.1° -

The components of traditional PPBS were also
fairly well recognized. Many had been a part of budg-
etary practice for some time, the contribution of PP-BS,
however, was the attempt to integrate them into an
operating system. Drawing on a number of sources,
the following appear to be the major components for
an operating, traditional PPBS process. At a minimum
these components 'consisted of explicit, and, wherever
possible, quakitative goals and objectives, a budget
format structuring output-producing programs in terms
of these goals, multiyear projections of outputs, long-
range plans, the use of cost-benefit analyses, and pro-
cedures linking the substantive programs, the budget,
and supporting information.

The concepts ounify the various components, but
the attitudes of senior state and institutional officials,
administrators, and budget professionals give reality
to the process. Bertram Gross noted:

The PPB spirit is more important than the letter. Some
offices practice PPB without knowing it; others go
through all the formal motions without coming ,any.
where near it. Moreover, there is really no one
system.11 [Author's emphasis]
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It is this emphasis on the attitude or spirit behind
PPBS as originally conceived that has led me to char-
acterize, it as "traditional." A tradition, of course, is
something handed down more by word-cif-mouth than
by written precept, and there is something ironic about
using it to describe practices that, for some critics,
appear to have little Purpose other than the prolifera-
tion of paper. Schick'2 noted and our own investiga-

.



tions confirm the to envy of the attitude or spirit
csf PPBS to become e austed by the routine tasks of
PPBS documentation. Gross found that, beneath the
routine documentation and specialized procedures and
terminology, the "spirit 9f PPB.is a marriage between
program, planning and budgeting.13 This same union
characterizes imperati\e planning in higher education.

Emerging Budgetary Practice in Higher Education

Leaders of public higher education are not pri-
marily interested in developing new and more rational
budgetary procedures. Their concern is with the sub-
stance of academic administration, both day-to-day
problems, and those that loom In an uncertain future.
But budgetary procedures are being improved, and the
impetus for improvement can be found in real problems
of educational Management and administration, not in
the abstractions of"'budgetary or organization theory.

The University of Wisconsin System provides the
clearest evidence, in my opinion, of how current trends
have changed and improved the budgetary process. For
the University of Wisconsin, fiscal stringency has been
severe and prolonged for two biennial budget cycles,

, 1973-1975 and 1975-1977. The contracts,cf hundreds
, of probationary employees were not fene'ived and 88

tenured faculty were given layoff notices effective in
1973-1974, with another 32 in th0974-1975
demic year. Over a period of 3 yeaii, incr ingly
sophisticated budgetary procedures have en devel-
oped by the university. In 1975, the g rnor requested ,
a plan for "phasing out" and "ph g down" campuses
and programs in light of estimate of long-term
financial and enrollme prospects. The university
identified the "qu y versus aceess",dildmma and
countered itla proposal that'the legislature approved
called the "2'4 2 Planning,(Budget Cycle." Under this
proposal, thb university system would submit biennially
a budget request covering a 4-year rolling-base period,
and including campus-by-campus enrollment targets
by level and program mix. The governor and legislature
would deal with the budget re9qUest by identifying two-
year certain and an adttitiodal 2-year tentative-budget
authorization, for fixed-cost and enrollment increases.
The proposal stated:

The University System understands at no legislature
can commit funding for more than two years, nor can
the state any more than the University System be free
from such fiscal-crises as may flow from an event such
as the current recession. . . . NevertheleSs, it is pos-
sible to normalize the basis for resource expectations
on the part of the System by projecting the policy
bases for such'expectations on a four-year front."

The proposal was apparently well accepted by the
legislature, and, although the university sysiem is still
faced with immediate fiscal problems, there is ltope
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that these can be resolved in a more predictable conteAt
. than is available in other states.

The most recent budgetary procedures developed
by the University of Wisconsin respon4ed to the gov-
ernor's budget proposals for the 1975-1977 bipnnium.
These proposals. (1) denied funding for additional
enrollment, (2) required "productivity" savings greater
than had been- initially indicated, and (3) denied any
inflationary erosion -offsets,, These three factors re-
quired base-budget retrenchment, and the new alloca-
tion procedures fpr "distributing the pain" were guided
by- a "composite support index(CSI)," which reflected
the relative enrollment support capacity of each resi-
dential campus. Campus differences in pl.)5gramming,
level, and discipline were recognized in composite))
weighting student credit hours. Enrollment targets
derived from evaluations of this composite index were
set for 1975-1976 and 1976-1977, and,seryed to gdide
new students away from campuses whose CSI was
low to those campuses that enjoyed a relatively-higher
CSI. A simplified extract from a system polity papery
illustrates the concepts and their application in, the case
of three campuses for the first year of the biennium.

Tale I
Composite Support Index.

1974-1975 (Actual) 1575-1976 (Targeted)
Institution WSCH* Cost/WSCH WSCH Cost 'WSCH

(CSI) (CSI)

Oshkosh
Eau Claire
Parkside

360
338
128

$41.75
36.36
54.49

366
334
137

$39.70
37.62
48.44

"WSCH = WeigVeT1 student credit hours (in thousand).

Assuming level funding, the target enrollments for
1975-1976 would result in lower support for Parkside
and slightly higher support at Eau Claire. In fact, the
cost projections (i.e., Coat/ WSCH) included the dif-
ferentiar'allocation of an overall $1.6 million"produc-
tivity' cut recommended in the governor's budget. This
is illustrated by thu same three campuses:_--

Table 2

1975-76 Differential Allocation (in thousands)

t-

Institution
Prorated
1.5% cur

Adjust-
merits

Net
reductiOn'.

Oshkosh 228 +70 158
Eau-Claire 210' +260 +50
Parkside 113 - 230 343
Balance of university

cluster 1.078 - 100 1,178

Total 1,629 1,629

, The $116-thillion "productivity" cut was allocated
selectively on the basis of explicitly slated academic
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planning prin es. Larger than average reductions
were alloca to four campuses, including Parkside.
From those funds, substantial relief was given to Eau
Claire., and the effect of the cut was mitigated for Osh-
kosh' and one other campus.'" -

A more recent refinement of the composite sup-
port index takes into account situations like that at
the Parkside campus, where the headcount enrollment
is substantially greater than full-time equivalent enroll-
ment and weights the differing forms of enrollment to
recognize the additional processing and counseling
workload required.'7

It 'should be emphasized that the proposal for a
4-yeat budgeting-and-planning cycle the "2 + 2"
plan and the current capacity for detailed quantita-
tiveanalysis evidenced by the composite support index

.did not emerge full-blown in 1975. They are part of
an ongoing academic planning process that began sev-
eral years earlier with the establishment of campus
and system objectives through public hearings."'

It is sometimes difficult to distinguish reality from
rhetoric in discussing budgetary reform both at state
and institutional levels. Polic), pronouncements of gov-
ernors and higher education leaders are often e
in detailed administrative directives a. emoranda
that may bury rather than reveal a: cy of institutional
operations. Organization ch present the same trap
for the unwary but oc sy less shelf space than, for
example, a 200- volume entitled Program Effec-,
tiveness Me' es for Selected State Agencies issued
by a rya 'budget .office. The latter is so exhaustive'
that one wants to btlieve in its use. In fact, however,
one may have to ,look closer to the grassroots for

There seems to be a° reality in the report of a
faculty committee that reviewed existing and newly

'proposed programs at several campuses of a ',multi-
campus system. Their recommendations for funding
were followed, and their report suggested that the

,central administration might well show greater interest
in campus programs than it had in the past:

We concluded that the individual campuses are largely
unaware of what is happening in fsimildi programs]
on the other campuses and we suspect that, up to this
point, no one at statewide has been accurately in-
formed. either. Regardless of the degre of formal
planning and control that might be exer sed from a
systemwide point of view, we suggest that [the system-
wide administration] designate some individual or
committee to monitor the progress and development
of the various schools and programs on a continuing
basis in the future." 23
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There is a widely held but erroneous belief among
state officials that the heads of coordinating agencies,
multicampus systems, and campuses have absolute,
management control over their faculty. I cannot take
time to try to dispel this misapprehension here, but -
for those who do not labor under it, the report and
the extract from it above are significant almdst to the''
point of being revolutionary, Faculty not administra-
tors are suggesting both funding priorities and ad-
ministrative monitoring of academic programs. This
particular program review,was,part of a recently estab-
lished system for integrating academic program deci-_
sions with the budgetary process. Whether the system
as a whole is "rhetoric's or "reality" remains i open
question. But attitudes reflected in the report an he
administrative response to it are assueedly some ev
dence of better informed budgetary decisions.

arison and Contrast

?PBS as original conceived (traditional PPBS)
affords a useful framework for closer examination of
imperative planning. Both traditional PPBS and imper-
ative planning aim for, the union of program planning
and budgeting. PPBS in state governmental budgeting,
however, is "an idea whose time has ncli quite come, "2°

in higher education the time seems ripe for
imperative planning. Why is this so? Table 3 summar-
izes aspects of both traditional PPBS, and imperative
planning which, examined in greater detail, may pro-
vide an answer.

Table 3

. Comparison of Traditional PPBS and Imperative Planning

Questions Traditional PPBS Imperative Planning

1. What activities do All state services Only higher
procedures education services
encompass?

2. Whet is origin of
procedures?

3. When are proce-
dures initiated?

4. What is relative
status of budget
professionals?

0
5. What is relative

importance of data
quantification?

6. What is relative
importarice of dol-
lars as,uch com-
pared to programs?

Various; often Senior administrators
outside "experts" within organization

Anytinie

Relatively high

When programmatic
decisions so require

Relatively low

Relatively high Relatively low

Dollars of Programs of
relatively greater relatively greater
importance importance

Scope cif Activity

Traditional PPBS was intended to guide and inte-
grate all governmental activity. Budgetary programs
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would cross organizational lines to better portray their
relationship to national or statewide objectives. The
aim of imperative' planning is more modest, encom-
passing only the activities of one or of a relatively
small .number of similar organitations. Moreover,
higher education comes to proposals for budgetary
reform with a history albeit a ch'eckered one of
structured coordination of academic program activity.
Imperative planning can be more easily implemented
in higher .education than 'PPBS in state government
becasise of organizational similarity and a history of
real or attempted-program coordination.

Origin of Procedures

Traditional PPBS originated in think tanks sup-
ported by the Department of Defenseond' spread to
the states through the missionary efforts of consultants
wall federal funds." Although governors or legislative
leadership sometimes initiated traditional PPBS, their
attention span was rarely sufficient to maintain the
initial impetus. If trachtional,PPBS was attempted on
only die governor's initiative, legislative leaders often
remained\wedded to the traditional budgetary practices
in which riey were the experts.22 And they sometimes
had the _tacit support of the professional staff of the
executive budget office." Moreoker, governors them-
selves, as in California, might find that multiyear pro-
jections of expenditures had considerably less to
recommend they in reality than in theory.
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In contrast, iiiiperative planning not only originates
with the executive heads of state systems, mu icampus
systems, and campuses, but has their ongoj support.
Governors and legislators may have used traditional
PPBS. for presenting alternatives for decision, but none
were under any illusions that it would or should replace
existing political structures and processes. Conversely,
senior academic administrators find that the

andworld is imposing new "political" structures and proc-
esses on higher education.

When Are Procedures Initiated?

For substantial budgetary improveMents to take
root, mere recognition of deficiencies in the existing
process is not enough. Whatever faults an existing
process might have, it does produce annual or biennial
budgets, and there is nothing irrational about preferring
d working procedure to a proposed one with faults
that are unknown. Traditional PPBS was _introduced
into the states when resources were relatively plentiful
and procedures if not ideal were working. Imper- .

ative planning, on the other hand, is higher education's
response to resource scarcity, The old budgetary pro-
cedures the formulas, the needs requests nologer-----
assure adequate state .funding. Operational 'needs
wholly aside from budgetary procedures require
both analysis of academic programs and close examina-

tion of their relationship to the statewide, systemwide
and institutional objectives, In brief, imperativepl
ning emerges as a natural perhaps the only sOlu-
tion,to existing and urgent substantive needs. Traditional
PPBS, in contrast, remains a possible solution/to needs
that are perceived as less pressing.

Relative Status.of Budget Professionals

Whether it be the federal Office/PE Management
and Budgetcor a state office of administration, budget
bureau, or department of financeythe executive fiscal
agency is generally' almost al ys a major focus
of powert2 State budget offic are the one place in
state government where age y priorities are brought
together with the hope of w;e1ding them into a coherent
whole.

The sta'te's chief inancial officer is generally a ,

poW'erful.politician aling with his peers. Major state
policy issttes are p ten fiscal .issues; 'but even when
theyrare not, hid "opinions are of great vvight. In

ial officer', in higher education suety
s. Nejt,her a scholar nor a teacher, he

tige that is the coin of -the realm in

ccintras t,' akipa
has similar sta
lacks the -pr
academic life. Educational policy is the province of the
institutiona president, the faculty, or sale governing
board. e academic budget officer nhist translate
policy in o budgetary_ format, but unlike his counter-
part, t e senior stateliscal officer, he usually has a
relati ely minor role in policy-decisions themselves.

- ,
For tradition'al PPBS, administratiVe 'strength, po-

litical clout, and the policy role of the executive budget
office :had tvvo, results. If budget staff perceived the
new procOures as a threat to its authority it could and
did subvert them. If, on the other hand, these proce-
dures were seen as enhancing its power, then other
state ageneis and sometimes the legislature were in
opposition. State fiscal agencies were an important*
element in a balance of political power, and 'traditional,
PPBS, if more than simple tinkering with forms, threat-,
ened that balance. While imperative planning poses a'
similar threat to internal power balances in higher
education, the threat is less because the academic ,
budget officer is less dominant.

The,Importance of Data Quantification-

In traditional PPBS, quantified output measures
had high priority but were clearly one of the most
difficult of the required elements to accomplish.2I
Anthony Downs suggested that the "bigger the role of
judgment in the final decision, the greater the proba-
bility that a wise man will make the right choice with-

'241 bers of dollars
are the tools of the state budgetary trade,
decisions about them ,and programs represented by
them are rarely based -on statistical or even simple
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arithmetic calculations. Rather, thejudgment of elected
officials and senior budget administrators furnishes the
answers, PPBS techniques take a back seat, and the .

result is a "damaging gap between publicity and per-
formance."F

Imperative planning is unlikely to suffer from the
"gap between publicity and performance." There has
been little publicity, for the improved budgetary, proc-
esses have never been introduced by a particular title
or as an end in themselves. More to the point, the
academic establishment expects little from the quantifi-

'cation of inforthtion at least about its on activi=
. ties. When Ole report of the National ,Commission on

the Financing-.of Postsecondary Education-4 appeared,
it was reviewed in a major educational journal under
the title "Proved at tast:_ One Physics Major Equals
1.34 Chemistry Major or 1:66 Economics Majcr."2"
Healthy skepticism about quantification permeates
higher educat'on, and imperative planning may well
succeed bee,a se its proponents have less -faith in

' quantitative a alysis than seemed to be required in
traditionaNTBS.

Dollars and Programs

In state government; the alloCation of dollars is an
end in itself,- for proposed expenditures must be bah
anced against,projected revenues. Yet, for senior edu-
otional admini:sirators the decisions relating to faculty,
studeins-,and ,,academic programs arc foremost in

Loutrol Over revenues,. and
vlired4.111,?rs can b margnially critical, faculty, stu-
dents, programs.,,and their respective costs are already
related to each "other rid are laruly deternlifted-b.
past tnidgets.

To put the matter somewhat differently, traditional
PPBS pronused or was'seen to promise the op-
portunity for governorsaralegislators-to achieve
cific objectives-by reallocation of funds. in the state

z
budget. The practical limits imposed by existing com-
mitment? may have been obscured by the habit of
dealing with state services in terms of abstract dollar
amounts. In any event, it-is_by no means clear that the
proponents of traditional PPBS were fully aware of
the constraints that reality imposes on state budgeting.
They seemed to believe that conventional wisdom
about last year's budget being the best predictor of this
year's budget pointed out a deficiency in existing
budgetary processes."

In contrast, few higher education administrators
deal with dollars, as an abstraction, and there are few
illusions about the practical limits to shifting dollari to
achieve program objectives.

Conclusion ,

The activity in the University of Wisconsin and
elseWhere imperative planning, is not simple belt
tightening. Many -higher education organizations are
not merely spen ing less money but are doing to
through structure and processes intended to maintain
and improve e cational- services."

Finally, an important disclaimer: former University
of California Chancellor Roger Heyns once said that
he was unaware of any problems in higher education
that would be solved with less money. Neither am I,,
and nothing herein should be otherwise interpreted.
Even the most rational budgetary process cannot re-
place educational quality. Without attempting to define
"quality," we all know that it is unlikely to be found
in overcrowded classrooms, overworked or poorly paid

,instructors, badly maintained buildings, or fragmented
urse,sequences. Fiscal strinfency, whether induced

oy sta omic conditions, by inflationary erosion
of budget bases, Or-by-state governmental fiat, cannot
improve the,quality of higlie'relucation in any way.

--At;best, tanning can reducCThe--poential
harm.
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Demands Agross,the Table: Tr--.
ffectsq ant- Issues inz-C

Bargaining in Higher Ed cation

at.r.

.11
fixes

Dr. George,W. Angell
Director, Acodomic Collective Bargaining Information Service

Developing Trends and Current EYents,

1. Twenty-four states now have collective bargaining.
laws covering faculty in hipet education. (Three
do not cover` senior colleges and universities.)

2. Four new laws were enacted in 1975 (California,
Connectiqut, Maine,/and Nev e Hampshire).

3. Passage of \labor legislation tends to "flow" from
north to south. Mo's of the states in the northern
onF -third of the na on have such laws; only
Florida among souther states- has a law. There
is considerable legislative activity in almost all of
those middle and northern states 'that presently,
have no` law.

College faculties in at least two states (Ohio and
Illinois) are- organizing withoqt benefit of law.
Two states prohibit public employee bargaining.

4.

5. State legislatures are beginning, to recognize dif:.,
ferences between industry ithd lower education
'end higher education. Maine passed a,special bill 4.
for higher education. More laws-tspecify special
"employers" for colleges and universities. Three
states Walifornia, Washington, and Wisconsin)
have omitted higher education from omnibus bills
and are considering special bills for higher educa-
tion. California created a special labor adminis-
trative board for education. More legislative
committees are seeking advice from higher educa-
tion officialiVfore shaping legislation.

6. Public attitude toward public employee bargaining
and strikes appears to be More conservative since
the teacher and fire-fighter strikes of September
and October 1975. These attitudes were also
probably affected by the 'fiscal crises in New rqrk
City and elsewhere throughout the nation.

7. Use of faculty strikes and 41freats of strikes are

Presider: Rep. Bradner, Alaska

becoming more common in higher education and
more acceptable among faculty members generally

1 throughout the nation.

8. There are 433 campuses that now have faculty
unions: 109 Public four-year colleges; 268 public
two-year sc opls; 48 private four-year schools;
and 8 priliat two-year schoolg: (Approximately
100,000 colleg teach4s unionized.)

9. More salary., agree ents are being tied to the cost
of living and the C sumer Price Index.

10. Unionized faculties are gotiating more contracts
that slow down retrench 'ern and give faculty

.more control of proinotions, appointments, and

20
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tenure.

11.. There is a growing body of case decisions r
to the scope of bargaining in the various stales.
There is general agreement that mandatory sub-
jects of bargaining (along with hours and wages)
include .grievance procedures, promotion proce-
dures, methods of teacher evaluation and/or re-
moval, and probationary periods of employment..

12. There appears to be. general agreement as rto
certain management "rights,' namely, to deter-
mine institutional mission' and programs, level of
funding, right to hire and fire, job assignment,
methods of supervision; organization of resources.
size tf-.v474 force, standards of service and
standards of recruitment.

13. There is a growing tendency, Of labor bons to
require public employers to negotiate the impact
Of an management decision on working condi-
ti p Many university administrators believe that
uch "daily negotiations" reduce substantially their

ability to manage efficiently and creatively.

14. Subjects of bargaining about which there is_mo.sj.
disagreement among the states include class size,
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retirement benefits, agency shop, preeminence of
negotiated contracts over law -other than labor law,
selection of textbooks, preparation time for teach-
ers, in-service education requirements for teachers,
and, parity in wages. '

15. The general tendency of state labor boards and
of the National Labor Relations Board is to rule
that eltairmen.of colleg-e aepattments are members
of the union, not managenienf. Ibis is being hotly
contested by university officials, who say it forces
a reorganization of staff and reassignment of
duties, which is a management rerogative.

Some Issues in Shaping State Legislation Providing
for Collective Bargaining in Higher Education

1. What should be contained in the statement of
purpose and policy?

Discussion: Some unions believe that purpose
should be stated;,- directly "to promote col-
lective bargaining." University presidents gen-
erally agree that the purpose should be to
"assure orderly and uninterrupted govern-
ment services."

Import: Each law goes through a trial period
when it is evaluated in terms of its 'our-

,pose(s),. It then goes through a peciod of
challenges and amendments. The arghtent is
that evaluation and amendment should be
based on research and facts directly related
to the--stated purpose. If a purpose is to
reduce work stoppages, then a law can be
,held accountable in terms of whether or not
there are more or fewer strikes after the law
was passed and whether or not strikes were
caused by social conditions other than the
law.

2. Who should be specified by law as the employer
for a state university, f state yilege, or for
a community college?

Discussion. About half of existing state laws
specify the employer (usually a governing
boarcLor a state officer), the others, do not.
Where the employer is not specified, the
governor (or attorney general) makes the
decision. Unions want to bargain with those

.who control the purse strings. University
spokesmen generally favor the governing
board as the employer, saying that any other
person acting as employer constitutes govern-
tnental "intervention."

..
Import: Unions feel that to deal with anyone
less than the governor's office invites "strikes" '
caused by a failure a the legislature to pro-
vide the funds required to implement a
negotiated contract. Universities point out

_ that bargaining with the governor results in
(1) by-passing the trustees and university
administration, thereby disrupting the normal
processes by which an academic community
governs itself; 2) more dedisions being made
by political officials dealing with such things,
as the workload, hours, appointments, and
college calendar tha,t 'directly affect the char-
acter anti quality,of education; (8) pushing
trustees, students, alumni, and others out of
their...traditionai: roles in a self-governing
academic community; (4) reducing (or even
ch ngm thorny of university trustees
and executives estab education-law,--
without reducing their responsi and so
forth.

3. What should be included inNtmecope of
bargaining?

Discussion: Unions tend to prefer a simple
statement of "wages, hours, and other terms
and conditions of employment." Universities
prefer a clear specification of what is bar.
gainable and what is not. Unions believe that
the process of bargaining (supported by un-
fair labor practices) is the best means of"
determining what the parties are willing to
put into an agreement. Universities want their
duties and responsibilities as specified in edu-
cation law to be accompanied by equivalent
authority. They say that some collective bar-
gaining laws are written withOut regard for
education law, and that education laws have,
in some cases, been emascolated by bargain-
ing laws and contracts.

Import: Bargaining in higher' education usu-
ally leads to "shared authority" between
unions and administration, less participation
in university affairs by trustees and students,
andlittle change-in-the-fact that the "public" '
holds administrators, not unions, responsible
for educational quality, efficiency, and unin-
terrupted orderly Service. Presidents point
out that: (1) bargaining determines the "con-
ditions -under which thy administer and
supervise; (2) sometimes they have little.Or
n,9"say....about these conditions because they

.?lave little control of, 01 inuy not- even
represented at, the.bargaining table; and (3)

not union or government officials, are
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fired for ineffective operational procedures
over which they have little or rio control.

4. Who should be included in the bargaining unit?

Discussion: Generally, a union wants to
,strengthemits resources by including as many .

bona fide members as possible. Universities,
however, want to keep their administrative
"team" intat, and, therefore, want to exclude
from the union department chairmeic, direc-
tors, assistant and associate' deans, deans,
librarians, and the like:

Upon: When chairmen, directors, and other
lower echelon administrators become union
members, the tendency is for them to, refrain
from making decisions that may be grieved
by union colleagues (and thus create friction
within the union). When this happens, deans
become directly responsible for lower level
decisions, collecting all the data, keeping
personnel records, and generally becoming
lower level middle management; i.e., the
entire administrative organization is even-
tually. affected by shifting responsibility and
uthority. They point out also that these .

in authority and organizational respon-
sibility e caused by decisions made by an.
outside ag (PERB, public employment
relations boar that has no authority for
organizing, or oper g the university. They
same PERB, in adjudic later unfair labor
practice cases, almost al s upholds the -
right of management to "or ze its re-_
sources" as it wishes.

cially in those states where the university
governing board is, not specified by law as
a party at the bargaining table. (One_party
at the table shduld not be in a .poSition to

determine membership of the other party.)

Impori: In some states, PERBs are making a
number of decisions formerly made by
boards of trustees. When-this happens, trust-
ees feel that their authority is being eroded
with no change in accountability. PERBs
cannot be held accountable` Tor university
effectiveness, yet they are being given more
and more authority to determine who shall
be in the administration and whg in the
union, how many unions there shall be,
whether faculties unionize on statewide or
campus level, what is and is not bargainable,
how and when impasses should be mediated
and settled, whether or not strikes are illegal
or punishable, vhether or not fines (and how
much) should be assessed for illegal strikes,
what are management responsibilities and
what are not, whether of not students have
a right to be at the bargaining table and for
what role, eter--These decisions obviously
affect .the size, organization, and character
of alt academic community that historically
has been shaped cooperatively by trustees,
administration, faculty, and students over the
years to encourage and enhance the "pro-
duction" of a product called "learning." Ada-
demicians have claimed that learning is
partially; at least, a- product of human rela-
tionships, yet outside PERBs are "fixing"
those, relationships in accordance with prac-
tices born in industrial situations in which

s almost nothing to do with
production prdcesses. con-
sumer is barred from the table. Yet, in
academy,the consumer (student) is a co-
producer of the product (learning) that is
fabricated largely through and during com-
munal relationships between the employee
(teacher) and the consumer (student). It is;

Therefore, argued by)ome that IT a PERB,
rather than trustees,"becOmes the final arbiter
of relationships and responsibilities, it, not
the titistees, should,,be'llrld accountable for
the effectiveness of the university.

5. Who should determine the nature and membership
of the bargaining unit?

Discussion: Three- agencies could be given
this responsibility. The legislature can specify
in the law (as' in Massachusetts) mutually
exclusive categories of personnel who have
th right to.form a union and whether or not

- the unit will be statewide or campus by y
campus. Many salt laws omit such sti
tions and leave thedecisions to the'labg
administrative =board (PERB). Universit'es

feel that-their -governing boards hie --alw 'S

made such decisions relative to campus inter-
nal governance mechanisms and by education
law are responsible for such decisions, They
see no 4eason to inject, an external agency -
(PERB) into. the academic ct, n itry,

6. Should faculty strikes be permitted without limi-
tation, with specified limitations, or prohibited?

2 9
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Dzscussion:, Unions feel that collective bar-
gaining without the right to strike is virtually
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without meaning since the union has no
means tb enforce its rights at the table or to
enforce the contract. ;Others argue that
unions, by the use of strike, are illegally
denying taxpayers the services for which they
have paid. Older arguments might involve
the concept of government sovereignty. Other
arguments revolve about health, safety, and
the denial of "essential" services. Many
states have tried to resolve the, problem
through varying types of legislation, bin few
believe they have found even a partial answer 0
that prevents striles. Most forms of penalties
have been ineffective in deterring employees
bent on ,Striking. When teachers lose pay for
days on strike, schoolsrnake up "extra days"'
for which teachers are paid, leaving students
and parents-as the major losers in strikes. The
State of New York withholds two days of
pay for every day of strike, yet New York is
a leader in the number of education strikes.
PERBs and courts, in assessing fines,.always
have the right to modify fines.in accordance
with the types and seriousness of the Causes
of strikes.

Import: Some scholars of labor relations
claim that no one has found an effective
means of preventing strikes in education (di
in ptiblic employment generally).
seriousness of public sec
fire fighters, an
long-ra
edu non of children, there is serious doubt'
as to whether or not the power of public
unions can be reasonably contained except
through moral persuasion and great economic
crises such as that in New .York City or a
1930-type of depression.

3
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funds (universities and unions in Michigan
d Rhode Island 'have had serious con-.

tr al problems when the legislature failed
to pro. e funding)?

Import: LaCk the right to approve or veto
a contract can cre conditions conducive to
such things as strike rustee indifference,-
administrative torpor, st t anger (e.g.,
about tuition increases), and s . -nt political
activity at"the state level.

8. Who should the low designate to administer the
collective bargaining law for universities?

Discussion: In smile states, a new.public
ploYment relations board created. The
question most often raised ,is whether or not
a board dealing with such agencies as civil
service, police, and sanitation can have the
knowledge and understanding essential to
effectively adjudicaiing prollems'in the aca-
demic community.

In some states, the existin: cy for
private indust jurisdiction over

argaining. This assumes that
industrial labor processes are valid in the
academic enterprise.

The new California law creates an "educa-
tional" employment relations board. Will this

a super board with jurisdiction over
existing urns, sating boards, the
board of regents, boards o and
campus trustees?

Some institutions argue that the ftinctions of
the labor board are valid functions of the
campus board of trustees or the state coordi-

-- paling, board,.and_ that fidditional boards
'Create another expensive layer of adminis-
tration, and also copfuse ,and erode the re---

caned, without changing .existing state civil
service and education laws.

7. Who should approve a negotiated agreement before
it is signed into contract?

o : Ordinarily, an agreement is rati-
fied by un embership. The on is
whether or not it d also be lied by
others whose work is dire ffect e.g.,
by the board of trustees (espeet en
theg-Overnor's office negotiates the
tract)? By the chief administrators whose
working conditinTe of administration and

-supervision are shaped by the contract? By
the stud-ea body (especially in ,Mpntana
where,a student representative fs elected to

_represent students' interests- at the table)?
By the legislature responsible ,for providing'

23
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. Generally, unions favor a labor board unre-
' Fated to education because they feel that only

such a board can be unbiased and neutral.
This argument is not acceptable to most
trustees and administrators..

.
Import: The administrative agency's deci-
sions determine much' of the character and,
internal relationships of the university (and
perhaps its effectiveness).
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9: Should binding arbitration of grievanCes (and- im°
passes) be a permissible, mandatory, or prOhibited
subject of .bargaining?

Discussion: It is argued that binding arbi-
tration is the only way to settle difficult
disputes without the use of strikes, thereby
preserving "orderly and uninterrupted gov-
ernment service." Some groups (e.g., "Right
to Work" advocates) believe that no arbi-
tratori, since they are neither ,elected nor
appointed to public office, should have the
authority ,(by negotiated contract) to substi-
tute their judgment for that of a government
official. The argument relates to the tradi-
tional theory of government sovereignty.

Unions generally want both arbitration and
the right to strike:feeling that without these

,0,0.4 "working tools' the worker arid the union are
i'2Pur°°4 deprived of their primary source of power to

bargain effectively.

Universities generally, feel tkat local campus
"academic judgment" on such natters as len-
ure and promotion is the-only valid.basis of
decision and that outsiders, regardliess of
training, have no way of making properdeci-
sions. Therefore, they believe that arbitration
should be "permissible" (management pre-
rogative) only with concurrence of,university
authorities and for limited purposes (usually
limited to due process issues, thereby elimi-
nating substantive matters- from arbitration
dockets).

Import: To the extent that third-party "'neu-
trals" make binding decisions on important
university decisions; the authority of. execu- ,

tives and trustees is obviously eroded.. Legis-
lators. in approving ar8itration,. should_con-
sider the need, to specify the parameters )o
rbitrators' d,eCisions.jEducati9ri taw should

.ac dingly be modied as to the authority
of tru es and university executives so they
will be h
over which t

esponsible for only those matters
are given full authority.

p 10. Should bindin
matters?

itration be ited to procedural

no means to correci-liat ."wrong" if his or
her role is limited (botbin purpose and by
the available remedies state&in'the contract).
A study of . arbitration decisiops indicates
that arbitrators have gone beyond contrat-
tual limitations in a number of cases. S6me
of these decisions have been upheld in court,
some reversed. Sortie have..nbt been submitted
to courts because of expense-arid time.'

University 'spokesmen generally claim that
'I arbitration of, substantive decisions erodes

their power, emasculates c011e i ocesses,
and makes it relative] ssihle fortiem to
be accountabiejtor_Ahe)tesponsibilities
signed to themducation law.

. . .
°Import: The importance of the matter is self-
evident. Who should beheld accountable and
for what? When new laws are shaped, .their

N.Zelationships to existing laws should be clearly
defined.

---

. -

11. Who should ,bd the final arbiter of an "impasse"
between hvo'negotiatinb Arties within a university?

Discussion: Universities historically have been
unique enterprises. They have built-in mecha-
nisms of self-governance traditionally charac-
terized by considerable freedom. from such
government agencies as cori, legislatures,
and politicalry elected opcials. Some states,
have given their universThes a status equiva- ,

lent to a "fourth branch of government."
Self-governing academic communities are dis-
tinguished frdm most other governmental
agencies by having a strong body of "neu-
4rals" called trustees who traditionally havg
arbitrated all major disputes among the con-
stituent bodies (faculty, students, alumni.---'

ministratioLi, etc.). Since trustees are un-
paid and oftrfdonate funds to the university,
their decisions are supposedly nonpartisan
and "in-the best interests of the university as
a whble." Trustees have been known to fire
administrators when they cannot "get along
with" faculty, or students, or alumni. They
also sometimes fire faculty who do not please
administrators. Thus it is claimed that uni-
versities already have a built-in administrative
board for the very purpose of settling internal
disputes. The argument, then, is that to im-
pose a new level of administrative board
(labor board) over a campus board of trus-
tees, along with 'statewide coordinating

,boards of "regents" creates insufferable con-

Discussion: Some arbitrato . .. n i o n offi-
cials claim that substance and pre 4?,...e can-
not be separated in complex cases. an
arbitrator may ident0 a "wrong" but have 31
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fusion as to who is responsible for what
_leading to inefficiency and ineffectiveness.

Import: In a few states (e.g., New York),
the legislature is the final arbiter of impasses.
In other states the labor board is the final
arbiter. In some state laws there is no clear
definition of the power to resolve impasses.
No state has a bargaining law that gives trus-
tees the ,power of final arbitration, perhaps
because it has not been discussed or because
trustees were perceived of as being partisan.
In any event, the use of strikes as a method
of resolving impasse is increasing rapidly and
is incurring considerable public disfavor.

When trustees lack the power to arbitrate
impasses. outside influences will grow in
power to condone or to destroy the concept
of a self-governing collegial community.

12. What unfair labor practices, if any, should be
specified by law?

Discussion: These seems to be general agree-
ment about a number of unfair labor practices
that should be prohibited. By and large, these
practices relate to discrimination and the use
of coercion and undue influence at specified
times. The university, however, provides some
interesting new considerations. Faculty mem-
bers participate in a large number of manage-
ment decisions on most campuses. Should a
union: its officers, and/or members be pro-
hibited from exercising undue influence in
selecting a new dean? Selecting a new presi-
dent? Selecting trustees? Should a union be
prohibited frog' negotiating the methods by
which management makes its 'decisions?
Should management be prohibited from ap-
pointing union members to committees, coun-
cils, and commissions delegated with the
power to make management decisions? Should
a union be prohibited from telling its members
(e.g.. department chairmen, committees, etc.)
not to carry out certain management orders?
These are the kinds of issues that,-if found
in an industrial setting, would often be ruled
as unfair practices. yet they are common in
the academy.

Import: Since all--faettfty members are mem-
bers of the management team _leg, they-.)
discipline students_supervit-e secretaries, and
expend- cliserefi&ary funds),-and some (senior
professors) supervise their colleagues' work,

_-a-unten can actually control by veto or dis-
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approval orders from top management. The
assignment by labor boards of department
chairmen to union membership has forced
many campuses to reorganize their adminis-
trative staff and staff assignments. This may
or may not he, the intent of legislatures as.
they shape collective bargaining laws. What-
ever -the intent, it should be made clear so,
that everyone knows the conditions unde*._
which the legislature expects the trustees and
administrators to be effective in meeting their
obligations as specified by education law.

13. Should unions be given the right of "exclusive"
representation?

Discussion: In most existing state bargaining
laws, the labor board makes decisions as to
whether or not such staff as librarians, part-
tinie faculty, teaching assistants. and admis-
sions personnel Shall be included with teaching
faculty in a bargaining unit. If these decisions
are contrary to those established by the trus-
tees for matters of internal governance (e.g.,
faculty or campus senate), it has the_effect of
overriding trustee decisions and creating frio-
tions among the several parties and especially
between unions and faculty senates. Senates
exist by authority. of trustees. ,Unions ordi-
narily have the right of "exclusive" represen-
tation by authority of labor law. The vitality
of senates, then, continues to exist only by
the good will of union decision. This may or
may not be good = but is it what legislature's
meant- to accomplish?-

Import: The basic question is, who has the
right to organize the resources of the univer-
sity for its effective operation? Labor boards
usually decide in favor of management. Yet
"exclusivity" clauses deny this Management
right for purposes of internal relationships
among university constituents.

14. Can university trustees successf-lly fulfill the role
usually reserved for labor boards? 'N

Discussion: No bargaining law covering higher
education exists in OW, yet on at least four,
state liniversilyamp'us6, trustees have deter-

-mined bargaining units, conducted elections,
and authorized presidents to negotiate con-
tracts. This method retains the integrity, of
the campus community without intervention
by labor boards. The experiments will no
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doubt have problems, but they may be worth
observing and evaluating. The union at
Youngstown State University takes great
pride in publicizing its contract in the national
union's newspaper.

Import: Can the objectives of collective bar-
gaining be achieved within the existing col-
legial framework of the university without
erosion or-educatioriolaw and trustee author-
ity? Carefully pldnned experiments are
needed to determine whether or not employee
rights and university authority both can be
preserved, without external supervision 'from
labor boards.

15. Should a faculty;reterendum on unionization
(yes-no) be held prior to a union election?

Discussion: Analyses of faculty elections
(e.g., Pennsylvania state colleges) indicate
that, when several unions are on the ballot,
voters who prefer "no union" tend to vote
for a union rather than "no union" because
they do not want to "waste" their votes. The
argument is that voters should first face the
issue of "union or no union." If the referen-t
dum is for a union, then an election among
the competing unions can properly determine
which union has the majority support. Oregon
law has made provision for such a prior
referendum. Unions argue that a referendum
is a delaying action that confuses the basic
issues of the election and sometimes prevents
unions from campaigning under proper elec-
tion conditions.

Import: SOme faculty members at unionized
campuses tlaim that if they had had a refer-
endum, there would be no union. They feel
that the voters and those who 'stayed away
from the polls did not fully understand the
issues and,consequences. Legitlatures should
at least consider the issue and make a clear
decision;based on reason.

16. Should there be a management rights clause?
What should it,Contain?

Discussion. A management rights clause may
or may not be included in legislation. When
inClitded it generally comes in two forms:
(1) management decisions that are "prohibi-
ted" from the bargaining table (nondelegable
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authority), and (2) management decisions
that are "perthissible" items of bargaining (it
the discretion of Management) because they
are not specifically "prohibited" by law. Man-
agement rights clauses generally have two
purposes: to prevent unions from gaining
control .Of specified governmental policy re-
sponsibilities, and to strengthen the hand of
management in negotiating special sensitive
issues essential to managerial functions. There
is great variation from state to state.

Unions generally favor no clauses limiting
the scope and flexibility of the bargaining
process. University spokesmen generally favor
long detailed lists of prohibitions in order to

'know precisely what their authority is.

It generally takes 10 years or so of case deci-
sions by labor boards and courts to clarify
the scope of bargaining under any given law.
This time% dimensiorristtill lacking in most
states relative to public sector bargaining but
the parts of the puzzle are begpning to mate-
rialize (see ACBIS Speciar Report 25 on
"Scope of Public Sector Bargaining in 14
Selected States").

The new California law adds a special wrinkle
through its application of a "restrictive
code"-type of clause. Rather than reserve
certain rights to management, it specifies the
mandatory subjects of bargaining while re-
serving all other decisions to unilateral man-
agement prerogative. Most laws work in the
opposite manner: those items not reserved,
for management are subject to bargaining.
Unions generally favor the latter scheme since
it providds more latitude at the bargaining
table. Higher education spokesmen have had
no experience with the California scheme but
their comments are favorable.

There is at least one other major concern of
university spokesmen and that is the trend
toward making the "impact" of management.
decisions (including those prohibited from"
bargaining) mandatory subjects of bargain-
ing. An example would be,that management
has a right in a given state-to-
(set the level of expendif must nego,
tiate the "impact" on employees (who shall
be affected, etc.). Some university spokesmen
claim that negotiating the, impact of their_
decisions delays, confuses, and emasculates
their abilityto act in a decisive manner.



Import. Unless the clearly specified intent of
the legislature is found in the labor law, the
effecti of negotiation can jeopardize the intent
and effect of education law (as well as other
law such as civil service and municipal law).

17. Should management "rights" be "permissible" or
"mandatory" items of bargaining?

Discussion.: As indicated in the discussion
above, unless the intent of the legislature is
clearly stated in law, many issues arise as to
whether or not a particular right is a "per-
missible" or "prohibited" subject of bargain-
ing. University spokesmen generally feel that
unless their rights are protected fully (by
prohibition), sooner or later the whipsaw
effects of bargaining make alI management
rights subject to bargaining. Union spokesmen
claim that the broader the scope of bargain-
ing, the better it is for both parties, and that
more effective agreements, can be reached.

. Import: 'Me intent of the legislature should
. be made clear, otherwise the parties follow

the directions created by crises and whip-
sawing.

18. Should students be permitted (required) at the
bargaining table?

1:-

Discussion: Montana took the first step in
requiring student representatives 'to partici-
pate as members of the management team.
Oregon assures.students the role of observers
at the bargaining table and the right to confer
with each party at will. Individual institutions
in Michigan and Massachusetts have permit-
ted students to observe and comment at the
table.

Unions have varied in their past approaches
but recently appear to be taking a strong
stand against- -'patr i e argammg an
dent participation in general.

r Unive polcesmen ha-ve--taken -varyinq
s in different parts of the country. In

-,ral they are more favorable toward stu-
dent participation than arc union spokesmen.

Import. Legislators should be clear in express-
ing their intent in the matter since students

Organizing strong lobbies 'to protect and
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extend their role as bona fide constituents in
'campus governance.

Should the law be carefully researched and
evaluated as to its effectiveness?

Discussion.- New York and California legis-
latures left no doubt that a research serNce
should be established to evaluate the effec-
tiveqess of the law and that recommendations
for improving the law would be expected.
Most states lack this element, and, as a result,
reliable information is most difficult to obtain
in some states.

Import: Any law as important as a labor law
should, have sPecified,objectives that can be
researched and evaluated as a matter of ordi-
nary intent to serve the public welfare: Lack-
ing this element, a law can create laliOr- dis-
harmony rather than harmony and interrupted
rather than uninterrupted governmental
services.

Honesty-in -Legislation

For each issue there are several points of view and facts
to be carefully considered. As a matter of honesty in
legislation, a legislatule'(in my opinion) should require;

That each issue be openly discussed and rec,orded.`'

That union representatives and university.spokes-
men be given equal time to review each issue.

That each issue be resolved by the legislative_com-
-mittee prior to writing new' legislation, with a clear

statement of conclusion and reasons.

That conflicts with existing civil service, educa-
tion, and municipal law be clekly delineated and
resolved by specific preemptive clauses in the, new
legislation.

..;,

That where new 611ective bargaining-legislation-7--
or its resulting ne tilted contracts override the
Intent o law, amendment's to the existing
law be introdu simultaneously with the new
labor legislation, so that all may know the intended
impact of the new labor law legislation before it
is debated by the full legislature.

That complete records of committee debates and
actions be made available so that labor boards,

_courts, and arbitrators can have them as a basis
fOr-revi wing unfair labor practice charges and

,,grievances.
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The Buck Stops Where?:' .

State Responsibility
for Postsebondary Education

Elisabeth H. Johnson'
Director, Association of Governing' Boards of CollegesNond Universities
Commissioner, Oregon Educational Coordinating Commission

Where does the buck stop? It is a question that
ought to be faced and often is not every time
`'institutional autonomy" is mentioned in connection
with colleges and universities.' and "local control" of
elementary and secondary schools and community

When, as it is in Oregdn, 55 to 60 percent of the
state's general fund appropriations are allocated to
education (kindergarten thlough graduate school) and
in addition. better than 60 percent of the property
taxes collected locally go to support common sill,. ools
and community colleges, it has to follow-that the state
must exprcise some control, require accountability for
the exptriditurejf those vast s, and have some
strong voice in _their allocation and use.

Responsibility for Education

In political system like our', there really is no
doubt, then, about where the "buck" (meaninglii5licy
making) and the "buck" (meaning dollars) really
stop. They stop with the voters of the state and the
local communities. .

This is litera ue when the people vote directly
on budgets and astruction bonds of local school
districts and commuAll,sc011eges. elect board members
and the state superinteriBunt of public instruction, or
when they vote as they Rust in Oregon on any
major revenue-raising measures. It is \er difficult to
communicate to them the complexities of the decisions

a

4rcir
Presider: Sen. Gaboldon, Arizona

they are called upon to make, but I;thiak they are
trying to send us some messages that we in education
may not appreciate as legislators do..

Elected Representatjves

For higher education and for the,allocation of the
state's share of basic school support, and funds for
community college operations and construction, the
buck stops with the people's elected representatives,
the governor and the members of the state legislature.
It is the state lawmakers who have to make important
decisions about the number,. location, and enrollment
size of public institutions of higher education; about
the kinds of instructional programs td be made avail:-
able Ito students; about the charges to students ,for
structional services; about the admission standards an
quality of instructional programs; and about the desi
able 'relationships of publicly sponsored higher educ.4,-,
tion to privately sponsored higher education. The entry
of the federal government into the states' responsibil-
ities for education has had considerable impact on the
programs, access, and funding, and .has generated all
kinds of additional problems. To date, an effective and
satisfactory state-federal partnership has eluded us.

Of the two parts of the pblitiial decision-making
world, I presume that, even in states with-strong gov-
ernors, the final decisions rest with the members of
the state legislature more specifically, with their

'budget and appropriations committees, because they
hold the purse strings. They attach "budget ,mites" or
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riders" to appropriation bills, make educational policy
through fiscal decisions, determine support levels, and
indicate legislative intent in subtle and direct ways.

Leaders of Education

Inside both tht- e ucation and politidal worlds, and
between them, lie complex, interrelated systems and
subsystems of governance, planning, budgeting, con-
trol, and regulation. Among those exercising thde
decision-making processes are the lay governing boards
and their staffs, faculty members, administrators, regis-
trars, business officers, and, in recent years, students
and coordinating agencies. Then there are accrediting
associations, the professions, and all manner of govern-
ing committees, senates, staff members, negotiators,
and officers, elected or. appointed. 'These are all parts
of the. diffused governing pattern that the average citi-
zen does not even know about, much ress understand.
They pass their share of "bucks" .along. Increasingly,
many cases involving education issues are finding their
way to the bargaining tables, the courts, and to the
offices of attorney generals for resolution, thus further
removing the decision making from traditional settings
and adding new hierarchies in what Dr. Lyman Glenn}
has referred to as "the anonymous lehers of educa--
tion." The new conflict of interest laws, consumer
protection laws, and open meeting or "sunshine" laws
,have all contributed to new pressures that important
education issues must be taken to the courts.

So education is a part of the political world.
whether the institutions likke it or not. Colleges and
universities are inclined to want to isolate themselves
from the political process. They are fearful of political
controls, of political interference with their acadeinic
activities, and with their criticism of social performance.
But as long as institutions want increased plbic fund!
ing, higher salaries, lower student-faculty ratios, and
more support for faculty research and-public service,
for better facilities ,and equipment, .;,r more financial
assistance to students,. and for lower or stabilized
charges to students: they cannot realistically expect to
go their own way frpe of external restraints.

Working relationships between the publicly spon-
sored colleges, universities, and -community colleges
and the government that charters 'and funds them have
long been recognized as ambiguous and undefined.
"Inducement!coercion, cooperation, "and encourage-
ment" go on, and have gone- nriv-co" liktantly between
state government and the institutions of pbstsecondaryx
education. The boundaries shift with the times, fads,
economic conditions, personalities, political atmos-
phere, and expectations and aspirations of We public
and their governmentalteaders. It is doubtful if this
situation can c
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The boundaries have been further called 'into ques-
tion by the widespread movement of teachers toward
unionism Sand collective bargaining, under state laws
that aufhoriie such bargaining,ith its companion right
to strike. Union contracts, which often go beyond the
economic issues, are powerful decision-making (gov-r
erance), instruments, and they affect materially or
will affect the question of, who finally decides? and
Where does the buck really stop?

It is harpy necessary to add that no,two states 'are
exactly alike-in-their traditions, demographic,pattems,
or p9litical and governing or regulatory structures, but
the striving for providing cost-effective, quality educa-
tional opportunities and the accountability they seek
are generally typical.

Coordinating Agencies ,
As a member of one of the state-wide educational

coordinating agencies, I want to discuss this issue_fr©
their point of view. I begin by asking, WI )7if we all
really know where the buck stops, and we all under-
stand and appreciate the state's responsibility for pro-
viding access to educational opportunities, consider the
issue? What has changed? What has been called into
question? In tackling the problems of the relationships
between the coordinating agency and the institutions`
on the one hand and tire lawmakers on the other, I am
aware that almost everything I say will be controversial,
or-at least questionable front someone else's viewpoint.
I should summarize my professional background, so
that some of my biases can be. kept in perspective. I
have been a high school teacher, an elected local school
board member, and an appointed member for 13 y,ears
of the Oregon State Board of Higher Education, which
is the single governing-coordinating body for the
senior httitutions.I am a recent appointee of Governor
Straub to the newly .created Oregon Educational Co-
ordinating Commission, and I was a member of the
Educationi! Cdordinating Council, which the Com-
mission replaced by legislative act in 1975. This year
I am chairman of the Association of Governing B s

of College and Universities, and I am also one of the
15 membds of the adviWy board to the Fund for the

,
Improvement of Postsecondary Education-, a fairly
independent foundation under the Department of
Health,- EducatiOn, and Welfare,

Presumably, I should not omit citing my close re-
lationship to my state representative in the' Oregon
legislature, as I am the wife of a six-term assemblyman,
who last session 'was a member of the Education Sub-
committee of the Joint Ways and Means Co_mmiit -tee
(Appropriations) and is presend saying orrt1te Emer-:!
gency Board, s or the Legislative Assembly
in the period between sessions.

ti
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A second reason for making reference to my back:
grouted is to offer assurance that in anything I say I
do not speak for any of the- grou0 with which I am
affiliated and most c tainly, not for my Jegislator-
husband nor for an gislator: Given the present state
of affairs, I d t that anyone could represent a /
"board" or "commission's positiOn." It is just. as
difficult to get consensus among governing board
membets these Ji,as anywhere else.

(' Parenthetically, I might add that educational boards
lately have been calling for the evaluation of institu-
tions, of teaching,. of learning (competencies), and of
chief executive officers. Many of us believe they should
attempt to evaluate their own perrormance and their
capacities to deal with the future in light of the rapidly
changing educational and economic scene. Admittedly,
to require boards to evaluate themselves ,poses a diffi-
cult task, and it may have to be Undertaken through
the use of outside evaluators, but it cannot be side-
stepped or avoided. There are national studies under-
way that should provide guidance.

But, with all the problems, have ngt the Ame ritan
public, parents, and schools provided Wel for educa-
tion, until now, at least? Of course. The record is cleat.
Our long history of opening doors to a great variety of
educational ojportunities and providing generously to
pay for them is well known. _Public faith in higher
education has been high maybe unrealistically so,
and it has fostered the willingness to provide the neces-
sary resources, human and financial.

Realities in Education

Then what has changed? Basically, the new realities
that now force a reexamination of some of the tradi-
tional, comfortable assumptions made about education
can be 'summed up in_sicpoints :

(1'
I e-p_rospect of leveling' off and then declining_

enrollments, at, least of the usual, college-age
group, resulting in a "volatile steady state" of
enrollments and a Pursuit of older learners to
keep enrollments up. This will seriously affect
educational planning and points up the need for
more current and useful data on such things
as what is happening, student migration pat-
terns, and the relationship of financial aid to
completing a prcigtam.

2. The prospects of a declining employment mar-
ket for greatly increased percentages of college
g?aduaies and the growing mismatch between
the leV-ef of-e,ducation and available so-called
"good job" openi-rigs:_

, The prospects of stringent budgets _because
-

education will have to compete, at a lower
priority, with social and domestic services for
the limited tax dollars that now buy less be-
cause of inflation.

4. The increasing unrest and frustration of,facul-
ties because of fewer openings in theleaching
field and the growing movement toward union-
ization and the exercise ot strong political
power.

The increased volume of expressed disSatisfae-
tion do the part of the general public with the
outcomes (the "product") of education at all
levels, and a consequent reluctance on their part
to provide additional massive support. The
public is reacting negatively to news "such as
repbrts of declining scores on achievement tests,
inflated grades, vandalism, duplication, abuses
of federal programs, and cheating. This may be
the most significant:

6. The prospects of having to -plan foe. ratrench-
mene when educational thinking and funding
formulas have been designed for growth. Edu-
cation has become. a pig, grolvths business, a
desirable smokeless industry. .

.

The markedly changed publiC attitudes and inis-
trust have put' the education establishment into its
weakest political position in years. Thishas_notTelped
governo9, legistators, or politicians in. gene,ral. None-

. theless, they have the responsibility for financing state
agencies in"the interest. hi most states, they
cannot exercise the profligate and deficit spending
their counterparts on the national scene have engaged
in for so many years, they have to. balance the budgets
in most states, because they meet the people back home,
on the hustings every day.

CV,
They, too, need professional and practical advice.

Their problems have been piling up riot only more
of them, but stickier. The results of a recant study by
the Citizens, Conference on State Legislatures under
grant from the HEW- Fund for the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education points up the dimensions of
some of legislatures' problems in dealing with all of
uffiCation. The study was directed toward "Under-
standing Postsecondary Folicypevelopment in Selected
State Legislatures" and folloWed the course of three key
educational bills from introduction to passage through
the legislatures in Illinois, Virginia, Indiana, and Wash-
ington.

Among the findings were the following: (1) that
most legislatures, whether highly developed or not,
instead of formulating 'policies independently rely on
the institutions and coordinating boards to submit prb-
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posals to them and then respond to 'those proposals,.
(2)that much of educational` policy was established
not so Ruch with regard to actual and emerging public
needs. but rather by the availability of fund's; (3) that
policy is set by the financial committees to a greater
degree than by the education comtnittees, and (4) that
some legislation that affected postsecondary educed&
(actually, any level of education) would _not be recog-
nized as such, and, accordingly, would not be consid-
ered by the education committees.

During the regular session, under pressures of time
and political constraints, approPriations committees
have said that they need to get a handle on the budgets
so they can try to save some money.' How can we
understand, they ask;'what these big compressed "base
budgets" are buying when they are brought to us sep-
arately from the three segments of public education
(elementary, secondary, and ,higher education), un-
analyzed, and unrelated to each other and to the antici-
pated financial resources? How much does it cost to
educate a biology major? Can better education be
bought for the same dollars, or can the same edu-
cation be bought foi fewer dollars? Appropriations
committees need independent advice and recommen-
dations.

Education committees, however, are interested in
the broader issues of education policy. They are not
necessarily concerned about saving money, but rather
in trying to improve quality and access and governance.
Increasingly, members of education committees are
educators or fdrmer educators. len jegislation that
they believe has educational implications is amended
or dies in the appropriations committees, they become
very frustrated, They need independent on the
laYger echicational issues.

Legislative committees get Ilenty of advice, and
there is an almo0. overwhelming volume of data, infor-
mation, and formula-driven estimates, on their desks.

, If 'comes, however, al it has come, fibm national,
statistics,or data from the institutions or their seg-
mental governingpoards, it is too general or (under-
standably) biased in favor of their institutions. The
accounting procedures are not uniform,,and unit costs
cannot be compared even within the within,
the institutions themselves. Often, budgets represeht a
sum of the parts, or they emphasize the add-ons, and
they are never adequate, according to the educators.
To close one's eyes and listen to the pleas in almost
every governing board room and in every state capitol,
one would have to believe that the home institution or
state compared unfavorably in almost every respect
with others, that the institutions are underfunded, the
faculty underpaid and overworked, the students under-
served and overcharged, and the buildings inadequate
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and dist 'ressfully maintained and repaired. Legislators
are told by educators, "If we don't have enough money,
the 'quality' will be threatened."

That there has not been any demonstrable evidence
that would directly link dollars invested to high-qUality
performance has not deterred the volume or the ve-
hemence of the arguments: Admittedly, there ought to
be, and is, some connection. Educators have tended to
link quality to such quantitative indicators as numbers
of Ph.D.'s on the faculty, numbers of volumes in the
library, number of degrees granted (paying slight
attention to attrition and dropouts or placement of
graduates), student-faculty ratios, average faculty sal-
aries (without acc<mpanying tables showing work-
load), tenured status, and staffing patterns. Duplication
has been defended as "necessary duplication" or part
of an essential "critical mass." "Proliferation'' has
simply meant "access to a brbader range of.educational
opportunities." The FTE-driven funding formulas,
which provided booming approPriations during boom-

.
ing growth years, seem now to encourage an institution
going off campus and competing for students and to
increase the inequities among institutions and within
them. Financial,assistance in the hands of students has
been both a blessing and a burden (particularly to in-
dependent schools). Strangely enough, now it seems
to be filling social purposes in addition to educational
and training ends. This past fill, in the midst of eco-
nomic problems, unemployment, and family instabil-
ities, more studefts showed up on college rolls Than
had been anticipated. Why? Partly, of course, becaus6,
the availability of GI benefits was running out; it was
also because of greatly increased student financial
assistance from both federal and state sources. Is all
of this just a different form of public subsidy to help
take care of the unemployed, the financially; "needy," \
the displaceii -who,,,,find status, social contacts, and
services on campuses?. It is one way of explaining tPie
increased enrollment this fall, and it requires asking,

this fall's experience an aberration, or is iea
of a new pattern of publi-eassistance?
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The gover chas his staff of financial analysts.
and budget formulat s His unified state budget, pre-
sented as a whole packagqo the legislature, has made
the executive staff a critical factor in the control pat-
tern-Pffeeting education. The legislature has countered
by creating-if§-own legislative fiscal office,---The:staffs--,-_
of both have become larger and more sophisticated to
match the professional expertise in the offices of edu-
cational administration.

What is clearly indicated and is needed by both the
governor and the legislature and by the institutions
and segments as well is a reliable source of stand-
ardized data and information applicable to the state;



of unbiased analysis, comparable unit cost estiniates,
common definitions and accounting charts qnd recom-
mendations that are based of a statewide perspective,
the public's interests, and ability to finance:

7
,

When there were not such sources of independent
judgment available, and when there was recognition
that the legislature really could not (and had no desire
to) perform as a state-level board of _education' or
higher education but ,.et wanted the educational issues
clearly built into state budgets, stewide coordinating
and planning agencies were established or strengthened.
In the years since 1960 such agencies have increased in
numbers to the point that they now exist in 47 states,
and their responsibilities and pov7ers have grown from
"voluntary" to ,advisory only" to "regulatOry" and

' even "governing' in some states.

These agencies are usually responsible for the
state'&master plan on postsecondary education. They
generally review, evaluate, and approve new programs,,
new l'ocations and new degrees, and sometimes have the
final authority. They look for ways to control unneces-
sary and unwise duplication, proliferation, and compe-
tition. They gather data and information, analyzing and
comparing it from a statewide educational and fiscal
perspective. They ask hard questions. They establish
common criteria and definitions, try ,to see that all
institutions are, responding to the same questions and
criteria, attempt to analyze the impact of federal funds
on state funding requirements, and review budgets and
make recommendations. Their board -members ,in-
creasingly are lay, persons, knowledgeable about educa-
tion, not directly connected with or employed by an
education entity. They are not advocates for institu-
tionS-or segments.

Responsibility for administering one or more federal
programs and acting as the Oregon's 1202 Commission
under- the Higher Education' Amendments of 1972
generally rests with the coordinating board's, though in
other respects they do not administer directly. It is
generally agreed that the day-by-day operatiOns and
administrative functions must be kept as close to the
operational levels as possible.

Will,these relatively new types of governance, co-
-Ordinating, and planning structures work? Will they
hrin about more cooperation, better planning, and
increase articulation -between and anilkg institutions
and segments? Will they be-,1121e to exercise and pro-
mote the kind of leadership that vial encourage greater
responsiveness and leadership from existing boards,
agencies, and.institutions? Will they lead to any saving
of public funds? Will their advice and recommendations
serve the needs of the lawmakers? Can the system, be

wmade to work, in vie of the differing perceptions of 3 9
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the roles and res nsibilities, and a kind of identity
crisis for all grows concerned?

The answer, I presume, depends upon whom you
ask and/ where you, ask. Some of the powers and
responsibilities assigned to coordinating agencies are
delelations of their own powers by the legislature and
the governOr, and they are understandably wary. Cer-
tainly coordinating agencies are not the favorites of the
educational establishments and their staffs. In fact, they
are often seen as threatening and described as another
(and useles0 "layer of bureaucracy" or as toot -in-
the -door "supexboards." The press has generally ex-
hibited a doubting Thomas attitude, although admitting
that some kind of coordination and improvements in
performance and accountability are an urgent need.

A realistic, unselfish' examination has to be made
and answers found for.the questions of, Who should
pay? For what? Where? How much? and For how
long? These tare not institutional questions, nor are
they for publicly sponsored institutions alone. They
are not simply fiscal .questions. They go to,the heart
of issues' such as eqiiity, access, diversity of options,
survival of institutions, and employment.

Occupying a middle "no-man's land" position as
they do, between the agencies and bureaucracies of
state government on one hand and the powerful educa-
tion institutions and bureaucracies on the other, the
chief job of coordinating agencies is to establish com-
munication, cooperation, confidence, and credibility
with both. Their job is to recommend and advise
not govern. In the last analysis, te---decisions will be
made by the lawmakers, and they will be political ones.'

And what if the ordinating agencies do not suc-
ceed in carrying Out their assignments? I believe Richard '
Millard of the Education Commission of the States was
correct when he said,

. . to the extent that cooperatipn'and coordination
among institutions and 'state agencies have been less
than effective for whatever reasons, legislators, gov-
ernors, and state budget offiCers We not beedhesitant
to move directly into institutional affairs e* witness
legislation respecting faculty workload, tenure and
transfer policies. . . . They are likely to increase if
institutional representatives refuse to make decisions
complementary to and in cooperation with each other
and with appropriate state higher or postsecqndary
educational agencies. The real danger is that responsi!.
bility for planning and coordination of postsecondary
education will pass out of the hands of state agencies
created for this purpose and move into the hands of
general state planning agencies, for whom education
does not constitute the first, priority, or directly into
executive and legislative control.
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How, the West Wa
Means of Provi
to Postseco

Virgini W. Patterson
vector, Student Exchange Programs

Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education

el.
It will come as no great surprise to westerners 'hen

I mention certain significant facts.

The western states are committed to higher educa-
tion or to postsecoVary education. if you will
and they do more than talk about commitment. They
appropriate-dollareto prove it.

Comparing 1975-1976 appropriations for higher
education to those for 1973-1974, 10 of 13 WICHE,
states recorded percentage increases iv. appropriations
above the national, average. All 13 -WICHE 'states
exceeded the national average in ail-Propriations p'er
capita. All 13 WICHE states are above the national
average for appropriation§ per $1,000 of income,

.
Dedication to education is not the issue. Regiomil

dedication to education is clearly demonstrated hisfiiri-
cdlly as Well as practically by observation of th4 )-evels
of those appropriations.

The issues before us today are what we recOive for
the money we spend, which priorities we t.hOose to
establish through funding. how to deliver services more
effectively and,efficiently, and w hat proportion of the
education dollar to denote to professional education.

Westerners are in philosophical agreement that
,education is,important,and desirable. And that it is a
costly investment! Ourregional.commitment to educa-
tion is both strengthened and complicated by the reality
of perceived' needs for tjained manpower and by the

V.
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rec .gnition t it the disperse0 population) of this vast
geographic region make it extremely difficult to plan
for and, to off r educational services in 'each state.

qt arter entury ago, the western governors
agreed upon th desirability of developing a regional
plan for providi services in the health field. For
years: the wester region has provided for access to
professional, educ tion through a Student Exchange
Program, administ d by the Western interstate Com-
mission for, );Tighe Education (WICHE). When the
W6tern Regional ducation Compact was drafted in \
1950, each of the mpacting states pledged to each \
of tilt other comp ting states full cooperation in
carrying out the purpi,es of the Compact.

The language of t e Compact states that "Many'
of the western states in ividually do n6t Itave sufficient
numbers of potential sir dents to wartfrant the establish
rnent and maintenance within their boilers of adequate
'facilities in all the essential lields of technical, profes- .

sional, and graduate training, nor do all' states have the
financial ability to furnish within their borders institu-
tions capable of providing acceptable. standards of
training in all of the fields mentioned." 'The Compact
declares that "western states or groups of states within
the region cooperativelty can provide an acceptable and
efficient educational facilliy,,IpAneet the needs the
region and oqhe students tktreof...."`. ,

WICHE was created through enactment of the
Compact. All 13 western states are members today. To

3
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the Commission was assigned the responsidility Tor
negotiations concerning cost. 'The Cdmmission shall,
after negotiations with interested instiiutions, determine

e cost of providing the facilities for graduate and
p ssionalAducationi

The first program' effort, to be approved by the
Commiision under provisions oft the 'compact. was for
placement of students in prdfesional sctiooIS of medi-
cine, dentistry, and veterinary medicine: In academic
year 1975-1976, 1, i47 students crossed siate lines, and
their sending states spent mere than $4.3 million in

ort of their education endeavors at 90 regro'nal
,sch Is.

the thrust of WICHE's Student Exchange
Programs (SEP)` was in the health professions. How-
ever, Ihe history of the program haS demonstrated that,
"when, additional needs were idenlifial by. one or more
of the, compacting, states, the. Commission endoised
other fields for inclusion.

Today, professional education is available through
the SEP in 14 fields medicine, dentistry, veterinary
medicine, dental hygiene, physical therapy; pedupa-
tional therapy, optometry,podiatry, law, forestry,
graduate library studies, pharmacy, graduate nursing
education, and public health. ,

A total of 135 professional schools have agreed
to enroll qualified WICHE students. The schools main-
tain that professional education has been well served
by the imesence of WICHE students:They are often
referred to as "the cream ofithe crop." The institutions
are also aware that they 'realize more income for each
WICHE student than for other students enrolled.

fieth private and public institutions throughout the
West have benefited from the presence otWICHE stu-
dents. Since the WICHE support fee is related to the
student's acceptance of an offefof admission, there

been no problem in forwarding funds through
WICHE to the excellent private schools of the West.
ApprOximately one-third of the students enrolled

-through the SEP are enrolled in private, institutions, a
great resource to the region in providing for profes-
sional education. The public institutions enroll the
remaining two-thiids.

.

From, the very first ite' was agreed that SEP would
... not be an end in itself but a ,means for supplying

educational services. rThe existence of SEP has not
prevented the establishment of new-professional pro-

, grams in the compacting states, but rather it assisted
the states fi planning for phasing in a new school at

-an appropriate time. Through the SEP, a reservoir of.
well-qualified applicants has been identified from which
to .draw in establishing new schools in the health pro-

. ' .
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fessions and in maintaining existing schools at a high
level of academic and peat, essional excellence.. The
cooperative regional apcgoach has proved to 'be` a
ppsitive factor in secunng federal funds for capital
construction projects.

Since SEP was first established, new medical schools
have opened. in WO Mexico, Arizona, California,
Hawaii, and Nevada. A new dental scHool has been
established in Colorado. Wyoming is now planning for
establishment of a medical school.

'The 'University of Washington has designed a re-
gional Medical program,WAMI, which`provides health
care services and clinical experience in four states as
well as medical education in each of the cooperating
statests,A Regional Veterinary Program is under active
development at Colorado State University with full
participativ of western havernot states. We expect the
first students in the Regional Veterinary Program to
enroll in (-1976. A Tri-State Veterinary Plan is under
active consideratioh in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho.
These subregional effortsn a specific field have been
planned in, full view of all compacting states in order
to address specific needs.

Cooperative endeavors have taken many forms and
directions in the history of the Student Exchange
Programs as western states have worked togethei
respond to emerging needs. At the present lime,
WICHE administers other exchange programs that en-
courage the movement of students across state lines.
T. hese programs are the Mineral Engineering Program
and the Community College- Student Exchange Pro-
gram. Sending-state money does not follow the student,
but there is a-benefit to the student of permitting pay-
ment of resident tuition in addition to the benefit of
obtaining access to an educational opportunity. Partici-
pating schools are able to utilize more fully their avail-
alge spaces.

k At the present time, WICHE is coordina a state-
by-Slate assessment of needs in gra e education.
Thus, it state educational require nts are not being
met at home in graduate education, we are working to

'Provide educational services and opportunities else-
where within the region under a Fellows program.
Planning for a regional flow of students in graduate
education requires intense, purposeful regional coop-
eration and planning to balance needs and opportunities

access needs in one or more states against ,oppor-
tunities for full utilization of existing centers of excel-y
lence in other states. -After launching ihe Fellows
program-in gradtdte educatioh, we will move on to a
parallel effort. in vocational-technical education.

Under the leadership of the WIC E Commission,
exchange models have now been concei ed and planned
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to cvide both immediate and long-range response to
ompact state requirements for placement of students.

Under the WICHE umbrella a state may meet an obli-
gation to its citizens to provide education or respond
to a manpower need unique to that state. /

Some of our exchange plans require appropriation
of state funds to follow the student. The traditional ex-
change in prOfessional education and the ,WICHE
Scholars program have ,appropriation requirements, for
example. However, state participation in the WICHE
Fellows program (graduate education) or TECH. pro-
gram (vocational-technical) involves foregone income

the differential between nonresident and resident
. tuition income for a specified number of regional

st ents enrolled in designated pi-ograms. In exchange.
the participating state receives an equivalent number of
pia es elsewhere jn the region.

Whether implementation of exchanges involves
transfer of dollars, regional planning for offering and
locating educational services, or agreeing to forego ,

income as a cost of participation, there are two other
essential ingredients that we must include to make-our
regional exchange-ix ork for us. They are r_nytual respect
and faith in each other.

I am convinced tha the array of exchange models
now available m it possible for every state to select-
educationa .portunities within the region as_kviable,
prav

rnic, professional, or v ationa discipline within
alternative to Dffering um!' g each aca

home-state boundaries.

,

That is not to say that our cooperative regional--
efforts have no inherent problems associated,with them.
Ti-ust and openness seem harder to come by titese days!
Equity in admissions is a problem. Equity. in costing is
a problem. Changing interpretation in residency is a

,prottem. The lack of sophistication in c'esting tech-
niqffe's in professional education has been a problem.
Intlastate pressure to accept resident .students in high-
demand fields is a problem. Necessary legislative re-
sponse to inflation through appropriation of support
fees is a probleni. Anticipating emerging needs in edu-
cation is a problem.

In addition, the sending states have identified two
large problems: One problem i that all their_certified
applicants desiring placement are not admitted to
professional schools. Another problem is, that too few
sponsored students return home to practice.

The first concern is universal anti is heard also in
states where professional education is offered at a state
university: The professional schools insist that their
admissions Lommittee be confident and assured of the

et.
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academic and professional promise of each applicant.
The second concern has to do with the maldistribtrtion
of professional services. Seciiring, deploying, and hold-
ing trained rrianpower are all parts of a complex prob-,
lem that is not likely to be solved overnight. Indenture
of services has been held unconstitutional. Attracting
professional service rather than indenturing that ser-
vice seems to offer greater promise of success.

Certainly each Calnpact state must consider the
benefits and problems associated with placement of
students beyond their own boundaries in the perspective
of providing services to meet needK Recendy_i_indi-
vidual professional schools and one or more Compact
states have raised the question about replacing the
regional cooperatiiie approach with a "go-it-alone
system of bilateral contracts in which a state ures
placesat professional schools in a field where educa-
tional services are desired. The contracting state and
school agree on a fee and a specific_ number of places
secured through contractual arrangement fora specified
period of time. Such plans have attraction for a sending
state because places are guaranteed.

As director of the WICHE Student Exchange Pro-
grams, I have great admiration for each Compact state
and its efforts to secure-required educational services..-I
salute the determination and devotion to purpose schich
I observe. _

But I would be less than candid if I did not point
out that a short-range gain for _one state may prove
disasterous to the concept of regional cooperation and
in the end destroy the cooperative framework that we

ked so hard and so long to develop. The im-
minent dange of -competitive bidding to secure places
is veiTT-eal, in my

Our challenge is ti o_ d o trethiig.abbout the regional
shortage of places particularly in medi'citte ,-delittily,
and veterinary medicine. And our most productive and
constructive efforts should be directed toward increas-
ing the pool of places available to WICHE applicants.
While any one state may satisfy its own requirements
by cornering the market with a high bid, what happens
when that state is outbid in a subsequent go-round for
places?

As a`woman with strong maternal instincts, I 9.y
without embarrassment that I love this WICHE-Ignily
of states. I look for and work for realizpimiand ful-
fillment of each state's highest ate and of its,* ,

aspirations for Sits citizens and-for the. future.
,

I plead the cause of family solidarity and the im-
portance_ of strengthening family ties. We may have
arguments and disagreements, we cot experience stress
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in a family disagreement, but family we are and family,
should we remain! What happens to affect one "state
adversely affects us all.

I ask for your help and understanding g
the -problems that face us now.,

I propose that we focus cooperatively on incizasing
the number cif places available in professional edu-
cation.

How?

One strategy is to make the WICHE support fee a
fee that equitably reimburses the receiving institution
for costs of education not reimbursed by other income
sources. We must be competitive in our feeiand- in our
thinking about the fee. Then the support fee must be

adjusted more frequently. We have always used a
common fee (by field}-as_the,WICHE standard. Ulti-
mately, we may need to consider the common fee as
one-charged all participants at one school rather than
a common fee applied evenly across all schools, in one
field.

A second strategy is to isientify projected manpower
needs, state by state, and work with receiving institu-
tions to accommodate those needs.

A third strategy is to plan regionally for expansion
of existing schools or to plan regionally for establish-
ment of new facilities.

It is my opinion that shared enrollment p ortuni-
ties must be tied to. shared funding res sibilities.

WICHE staff are underta g the first regional
interdisciplinary costing st in connection with the
WICHE Commissioner iew of adequacy of support
fees planned for August_ 1976. In preparing' the survey
document, we have had advice and counsel from
representatives of a statewide planning agency, the

__w_cstern legislative analysts, institutional administrators

esponsihle f& budget and planningr e4ns of both
health and nonhealth professional programs. When it
is completed we will have information never before
available to us concerning costs of education within a
profegsional discipline and a comparison of the costs
of education among the professions.

..Legisfitersshould know that we are identifying-,
capitation, tuition payments by the student, and income
from all sources. We are also identifying operating
costs,' indirect costs, patient care costs necessary to
education, and brick and 'mortar costs. When the
WICHE Commission meets in August we will have
more specific information for them- toconsider than
ever before.'

If the notion of providing access to education
regionally appeals to,c.ommon sense as an alternative
to building and providing for each field within each
state, it may be asked what legislators can do to help.

SOir*times ve_rie_eciapproliriations to make access
possible. Just as often we need help and understanding
in receiving a gtatutory barrier.

I applaud the ncerity of legislators_who work to-
improve educational portunity_for the "young people_
of their states. I a_ppr ate "those hard, tough, time-
consuming _efforts.lf the I gislators ask for information
from th' Student Exchange Programs, office, we will
allvays do our best_to tspond..-Please know that the
WICHE SEP- arils to serve the western states, insti-
tutions, legislators and'young people.

If-the `West is to continue "one," we must make
even greater efforts to know and understand each
others' problems. We have_ much more in. common
than we have differences that separate us.

The West was "won" a century ago. Let us devote
our centennial 'and bicentennial efforts to keeping it
"one". one in purpose, spirit, and accomplishment.
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I Came Back: Lifelong Learning:

Dr.Martho E. Church
President, Hood College

"In a declining youth market, adults of all ages
can make higher education once again a growth indus-
try." This conclusion, drawn by Fred M. Hechinger in
the September 20. 1975. issue of the Saturday Ret ieit .
sets the stage for an exploration of some of the issues
involved in lifelong learning.

An analysis of trends in birth rates, college-going
the percent of high school graduates going to college)

rates, and, college enrollments (actual enrollment of
persons in college) tend to support Hechinger's obser-
vation, but the literature of higher education contains
considerable disagreement among authors about the
probable number of people in colleges and universities
in the next two decades. One fact is evident, however.
The Census Bureau predicts a 21.6 percent drop in
18- to 21-year-old persons between 1979 and 1993.
In light of this, persons of differing ages and educa-,

--tional-attainments are becoming increasingly attractiv e
as potential students at our colleges and universities
throughout the United States. In short, these persons
are the "new clientele" in higher or postsecondary
education. They include CPA' who must take courses
to retain licenses, middle-aged women who wish to
complete degrees, as well as retired persons seeking
personal enrichment. In short, all ages with a variety
of education needs are in this nevi group of adult
lea mew,.

One should not overlook the fact, though, that
manyldult, learners are not being taught and may never
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be taught in our colleges and universities. The Com-
mission on Non-Traditional Study concluded in 1973
that there are 10 to 12 times_as many learners outside
our institutions as there are within. These perspns are
taking courses or refresher work within business, inr
dustry, voluntary organizations, and the military.
Others are involved in governmental programs or have
signed up for courses within the proprietary sector
and,'or with correspondence schools. Only recently
have educational organizations begun to bridge the
gaps among these varying groups. For example, the
Project on Noncollegiate-Sponsored Instruction, can -
ducted by the American Council on Ethication,and the
Board of Regents of the Univeristy of the State of Ne/w
York and funded by. the Carnegie Corporation and the
Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education,
is. Assessing courses offered by industries or voluntary
organizations and is assigning credit equivalencies for
use by colleges and universities across the country.

.

The professions are contributing to this changing
picture of who is learning and where this learning is
taking place. In response to the need to upgrade or
retrain individuals who are responsible for our health

..,,and safety, a number of legislatures. have passed laws
requiririg iodic retraining in several of the ,profes-

ough these actions have been taken to make
sure professionals are keeping abreast, of new knowl-
edgein their fields, we must be vigilant about monitor-
ing these efforts so that, such requirements do not
become meaningless v.ithin a few years.
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which included some of the notions

1. Students' are first instead of the insti-
tution.

21 Individual students needs, interests, and back-
grounds must be recognized by institutions
'and/or programs.

3, Better integration of existing educalional re-
sources and services should be emphasized.

. -
4. More off:campus social institutions should be

used, if at all possible, as educational settings,.

placed

5. Nonacademic personnel should be considered
for possible adjunct faculty positions.

6. Faculty shoOld be encouraged to be facilitators
Of learning, mentors, or tutors.

7. Students should be provided with a wider and
more diversified range of educational options
and alternatives.

8. Modern technology and multi-media approaches
should be expanded where possible.

9. Program Objectives should be more fully de-
fined, and emphasis should be placed on dem-
onstrating proficiencies or competencies related
to these objectives.

_AO. Institutions should_inovewhere possible, to
decrease their .emphases on courses, credits,
grades, time limits, and residency requirements.

Institutions across the country have responded to
these notions in a variety of ways. In some cases, new
programs have been developed, whereas in other cases,
whole new structures have been .created in response
to the Commission's reports.

. '
Lifelong learning, therefore, has brought new life

to L.ontinuing education programs and evening divisions
at most of our colleges and universities. It has spurred
the creation of a number of new, weekend "colleges,"
evening programs, alumnae,"alumni colleges, and other
part-time formats. Railroad cars are even being used
'along some commuter lines for courses! In Frank
Dickey's words, we can expect,to see all of the follow-
ing ip the near future: 45

Fewer lockstep courses and credit require-
ments within our traditional institutions

2. Easier studentii-ansfer policies

3...Fewer parochial standards

4.. More nationalnOrms of achievement

5. Fewer disciplinary Tigidities

6. More flexibility within. institution."

As institutions become more responsive to student
needs, the issue of quality control becomes all the
more important. How is counseling monitored? How,
is prior learning assessed? By whom? Against what
frames of reference? How are educational /learning
contracts developed and by whom are they reviewed?
What are the actual levels of instructional materials
which have been developed? What overall assessment
procedures are used to get at program effectiveness?

'How are the performances of- mentors, tztors, and fa-
cilitators assessed? In addition, other institutions have
been established which require exposure to systematic'
instructional services of faculty. What is new may be
any one or all of the following characteristics:

1. Competencies and skills are assessed for credit,
including prior experience.

2. Faculty"provide extensive advising services.

3. Tip timing and delivery of services may vary
considerably.

4. Facilities may or may not be provided.

As must be evident, the student appears to come first
in each of these nontraditional models.

How can these efforts to respond to lifelong learn-
ing be viewed by persons who must take responsibility
for funding some of these programs and,'or institutions,
and for spurring ttinkingA)some of these new direc-
tions? Program du" fre-aticin or overlap must be con-.
sidered by statewide planning agencies. The fact that
licensing needs might prompt widespread program de-
velopments must be watched carefully so that only
valid needs are required to be met. Statewide planning
will require careful attention' to the mission statements
of institutions as the new clientele may lure some insti-
tutions into attempting to provide all things fo all per-
sons. In addition, institutions in one state are going to
find it attractive to offer external degree programs or
off-campus programs in other states. Monitoring these
efforts is a massive job and will only grow as institu-
tions become increasingly interested in meeting new
student needs. Some institutions will do this well,, but
others may stretch their resources too thinly to do the
job well. Who will assist the adult learner in sorting
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out the strong from the weak programs? Finally, the
issue of financing institutions which are markedly dif-
ferent in structure from educational institutions we
know will be a challenge to legislators all across the
country. I have in mind the problem of defining faculty
loads for the mentors who teach. no courses. (Consider
what EraPire State College of the State University of
New York has done in this area.) How should the
student who is working on demonstrating competencies
rather than on fulfilling a list of course requirements
be considered in funding formulas? Again, what of the
part-time student and his or her needs? What of con-
sortial relationships? How supportive should legislators
and state agencies be of such efforts?

FOCUS ON THE CAMPUS'

Perhaps the most fundamental question relates to
legislation already on your books or which should
be on your books to guard against diploma mills.
In other words, the nontraditional movement has given
rise, unfortunately, to marginal operations which bor-
der in some cases on the fraudulent. The Education
Commission of the Stated has prepared model legisla-
tion in this area and is prepared to offer advice on
this 'vitally important issue to legislators,

"I came back" and I find many opportunities but
also many problems still to be overcome!
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The Unbudget: State Support
for Postsecondary Education in
Times of Financial Stringency

Dr. George B. Weathersby
Associote Pesiossor, Harvard University

4.\
I would, like to identify some of the broad policy

alternatives
would,,

I see state governments having avail-
able to them', to deal with major issues of the next
decade. The period from 1975 to 1980 will be a water-
shed period in American postsecondary education. The
past two decades are particularly poor as predictors
of the next decades We have emerged from a period of
enormous growth and expansion and we are entering
a period of substantial contraction. The future has yet
to be shaped.

There are ,feW rigid patterns currently being im-
posed on postsedondary education. There is a tre-
mendous opportunity in the next two or three y ears-
to exert positive leadership, to construct the postsec-
ondary education system of the next 14 or 20 years,
and there is a very important role of state policy
involved in that shaping process. The state is the only
goernmental level where considerations of institutions,
students, federal policies, and financing all coalesce.
This is why the states potentially have the most lever-
age in determining the future of postsecondary educa-
tion The main instrument in establishing state policy is
clearly the budgetary and program review process
Although there is much talk about money today, the
topic is really not money, but rather thl-future of post-
secondary education.

State Alternatives

I want to suggest some of the reasons that this is
a peak time for postsecondary education and some of
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the alternatives that this suggests to me. The rate of
growth of the 18- to 21-year-old groups clearly over;
the peak will be in 1979-1981, depending upon the
stdte. Currently, more than half of degree credit Stu-
dents are attending school on a part-time basis, and
More than two-thirds of the postsecondary participants
are adults in nondegree programs. This latter condition
has been existing for some time. Yet we have'just begun
to collect statistics in ways that recognize if those who
are involved in state government know that state
priorities for _postsecondary education have dropped
from high to low on most people's agendas. The gen-
eral expansion of the last 20 years is being replaced
by very selective growth and some selective pruning of
institutional programs as well.

.The open access and student choice promises of
the last decade are being seriously reconsidered, and
states have been much less willing to support post-
secondary education than before. We have had an
ongoing argument in the last 5 years about the major
benefits of education being individual and not social.
implying that the major costs should be borne by the
individual and not by society. The effectiveness of
postsecondary education in solving social problems is
very much -being questioned. The aftermath of the
Great Society will undoubtedly be a lower and more
realistic expectation of what education is able to do.

The issue of tenure 41d faculty employment security
also is being very seriodsly.questioned. Academic free-
dom is not a rallying cry anymore, what you now



hear is job security. Collective bargaining is being im-
plemented,on a wide basis in every state that has passed
legislation allowing public collective bargaining and it
is going to effect a majorchange in how states relate
to institutions-and their employees.

The long-term rise in real disposable income may
very well be over yery shortly. This is because the
discretionary part of real disposable income thai could
go to the purchase of consumption goods and services
is going to be increasingly demanded by the exploding
price of energy and by the price of necessary goods and
services in our society. The remainder, from which
most consumption including education will come, is
going to be smaller. This is a bleak picture, although
there are examples in individual states that differ from
these general trends. This view suggests to me that the
kind of future that we are Reading into is going to differ
substantially from the past that we have just exper-
ienced. We should-be considering the possible-responses
states could make to this future that are more appro-
priate to where we are going than where, we have been.

Alternative Responses

Status Quo

I can suggest four alternative state responses to
this changing environment. The first one, which I
think is most likely to be the one chosen and certainly
the one most frequently advocated, is the status quo.
After all. what is wrong with what we are doing? On
any kind of international comparison, we are clearly
far ahead of any other country in terms of postsecond-
ary participation, in terms of formal training; in terms
of the proportion of our labor force that is college
educated. Now one out of eight Americans in the
labor force has 4 years of college or more, that will
rise to about one out of six at the end of this decade
What could possibly be wrong with that? We could
continue our mixture of coordinating and governing
structures at the state level, and we could look at state
institutional subsidies as being proportional to enroll-
ment, probably full -time degree - credit enrollment and,
in some places, full-time-equivalent enrollment. We
could continue our concern for student aid and'estab-
lish prices for college based on family financial need
rather than on the service provided.

Probably the status quo will continue to involve
increasingly stringent budget reviews by state legisla-
tors, by committees, by executive agencies, and by
governing structures themselves. Budgets will be pared
to fit political and fiscal realities of a state's financial

that in some places is extremely negative.
a is t e status quo model, and later I will return to

why I think it is unlikely to be acceptable. Let me
suggest three alternatives to the status quo.
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Fee for Service

The second alternative state response is a fee-for-
services model. In this model, the state buys educa-
tional services from a variety of organizations public
or private institutions, government agencies, or in some
states like Massachusetts, profit-making firms licensed
to grant master's and other degrees. The key distinction
of the fee-for-services model is that the state purchases
a service rather than supports an institution. As long
as the state is in the institutional support business, the
only question is whether more or less support is pro-
vided, not what kind of services are being purchased.
In the fee-for-service model,' the government's role
becomes one of quality control (that is, what kind of
service the state is buying) and consumer information
(that is, what kind of information the state provides
for the ultimate recipients of these services), rather
than a 'role of institutional management.

Currently, there is an increasing demand for con-
sumer information; particularly with experience in the
proprietary sector where there iS 'a fee-for-services
model. One-Might logically expect these same demands
to be extended to public institutions. Public institutions
are being aSked to disclose their placement rates, their
rate of repayment of loans, and so forth. However,
this is a schizophreniC position: on the one hand, we
are concerned about basic institutional survival, while,
on the other hand, we are adopting a ,set of policies
appropriate for a consumer -clemand driven fee-for-
service model.

Withdrawal of State Sponsorship

The third alternative state response is for the state
to divest itself of its state-sponsored institutions. States
could endow colleges and universities with heir exist-
ing physical plant or the funds committed to pay for it.,
Many public institutions hay? sizable financial endow-
ments, faculties in place, reputations established, and
identities secured. They have the best star' ny pew
venture could imagine and thus should be allovied_to
continue as nonprofit institutions responsible for their
own futures.

This alternative would leave colleges and universi-
ties free to set their own tuition, to establish their own
programs, to seek gifts in their own way, and to enter
into contracts the way that they now..,clo. The role of
the state would be to \see. tp what extekt charter pro-
visions were being maintained, \to modnitor the extent
to which the pattern of student enrollment was con-
sistent with the needs of the state (either in the sense
of particular skills or sOciol equities), and to purchase
the needed research and development that they might
seek, just as they might purchase research from the
Rand Corporation or General Electric.
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From the institutional perspective, the attractiveness
of divestiture is clearly that schools would have an
opportunity of setting their own courses. Governing
boards could in fact be governing boards, rather than
negotiating boards, executives and legislative structures
within colleges might actually decide upon and imple-
ment policies.

Institutional Unbundling

A fourth alternative state response to consider is
the unbundling of the educational functions that are
currently offered by an institution, Currently, post-
secondary educational ) nstitutions _conduct a multi-
licity of functions whose separability should be-
acknowledged.

The first function is assessing prior educational
achievement. Where have people been, what do people
know. and what kind of academic credit do they bring
with them`' The capacity for assessing prior educational
achievement is particularly important as people trans-
fer from one institution to another and as individuals
of different ages go in and out of the educational
system seeking training.

I

Secbnd is the function of academic adyising,-What
kind of skills does one need and what kind of academic
program shOuld one follow within an institution?

Third is the function of career counseling. What
kinds of careers make sense in the next 5 or 10 years?
If some career-preparation patterns take 5, 10, or 15
years to complete, what kind -of guidance is there
about the future that that path is leading toward? What
kind of flexibility patterns are built into a particular

_career? When does it make sense to retrain?

Fourth is the_fu ction of instruction. Traditionally.
instruction is wh es and universities claim they

-do best; instru o is what happens when people sit in
rows and someb. y in front of, the class lectures to
them. The state of New York has,now recognized that
instruction occurs in _many diffe }ent ways, and the
Department Of Education' has gone into a variety of
firms and Organizations that provide inservice instruc-
tion, evaluated the college credit equivalency of dot
instruction, and mapped it- into a traditional curriculum
fraMeWork. Now one can take accounting and finance
fratn the. American Institute. of Banking, and police
s ce from the New York Police Department, and
so forth. In combination with the Regents' External
'Degree, people can get a bachelor's degree from the
state- of New Yore.without ever enrolling in a college
in that state and without ever taking time off from-thui--
jobs. To this extent, New York has legitimated learn-
itgAs distinct from teaching. Teaching is what colleges
and uniNersities_ du, learning is what people do two
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very different notions. Althbugh it seems obvious, in
most institutions one cannot get credit for laming,
only for being taught.

The fifth function is the evaluation of academic
progress. Currently, faculty teach students and then
they testify that the students have learned something.
A grade is awarded, which goes on a transcript, which
accumulates to a degree, which is certified by,the insti-
tution. In essence, the institution certifies that many
people have made judgments about this person, evalu-
ating his or her actions as " progress." If one doesn't
want to go thrdugh that process But just wants to have
his or her academic progress evaluated, you can pre-
dict the answer: "Can't do it."

Finally there is the sixth function of certification.
What really counts in this society ispne purple stamp,
whether it is from the USDA a Harvard. It is the
purple stamp that signals and sells. How do you get
a purple stamp? In education, you get a purple stamp
by going through the process. It is as if the DePartment
of Agriculture ad to grow all the beef in the United _

States ever, the Department of Agridulture ret-
o es that one can just inspect the beef. Well, the
Regents of New York have recognized that they can
inspect beef, and they do just that by awarding, the
Regents' External Degree. The state of New__Iersey-

. has realized itFaiiM so Thomas Alva Edison
College gibes an external,degree. Who is certifying
what, and whether the service is available remain
critical questions.

These are examples of unbundling the functions of
education: A variety of means mightbe used to pro-
vide each of these functions. When one examines
providing -these educational functions a new way, I
would be surprised if the notion.,okputting them all
together, locating them on a particular campus, and
making them available only to people\ who would
agree to commit 2 to 4 years of their lives in full-time
study would be the most effective way of 4oing_zit.,
There are a variety of means currently available for
providing these functions, including assessment ce ers,
contract learning, credits for on-the-job and of
lea-rning, counseling centers, credit banks, externa
degrees, and a variety of other means that are part of
a growing educational infrastructure.

State Coordination

Obviously, the unbundling alternative raises an im-
portant issue of state coordination. In states where
separate functions have emerged or where the early
signs of them have occurred, state coordiption and
state initiative have been very strong. Tube successful,
some element of the state needs to have the authority
for the construction and maintenance of the infrastruC-



ture. Probably no state has a stronger department of
education than the state, of New York, and this is
where many of these alternatives were first imple-
mented in the United States. It is important to recognize
that each of these functions should be required to be
financially self-supporting. When this is done, they
can then tap into a much broader clientele than that
which would have been traditionally a part of a full-
time, 2 or 4-year' aca riiicciegree credit program.

Possible Consequences

When I reflect, upon these possible futilres,, there
are a number of implications to me. Primarily, perpetu-
ation of the status quo into the future is basically
unacceptable for a number of reasons. First, state
suppbrt for postsecondary education has essentially
followed the average cost of instruction in an enroll-
ment and cost-driven financing system in most states.
When institutions are growing, an average cost basis
of support more than covers their marginal cost of
expansion and the additional revenue is often the mar-
gin of quality for_ an institution. This is very desirable
from the institution's point of view and I think it i

also desirable frofn the state's point of vie When
institutions are cs tracting in size (and in ter s of

used for state support, schcials
uture), cutting down the

ficult. If one less
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spend hours debating the consuniables budget, faculty
Havel, administrative travel, and purchase of
computers..I think...that that is very undesirable. The.
concerns of matching academic priorities to *the...needs
of the state, to the resources required is a critical nexus
That. nexus has been lost in states that have stun
collective bargaining and Lthink tn It will be lost
in most of those that collectively organize. cf,

The usual treatment of student fees. is anotheZN
reason why, the status quo is unacceptable. Most states
either have raised or will soon be:considering an
increase in their student-fees. For those states in which
student tuition is offset against state appropriations,
there is no institutional incentive for _raising fees. It
does not generate discretionary fundi to the institution.
In periods of stringent resources, it might buy a little
short-term political good will. Setting tuition is essen-
tially a negotiation of the, share of the cost each par-
ticipant should pay. This means that thele is likely
to continue to be a lack of incentive on tire part either
of the legislature and the executive branch on the one
hand or on the part of the institution on the other hand

for any kind of realistic pricing in higher education. As
we now establish tuition and fees there. is no incentive
for realistic prices.

The status quo will continue to include pressures
for coordination and efficiency that prpbably will lead
administrations to consolidate programs' coordination
ancLW'ill eliminate duplication and wasteful inefficiency.
This 'sounds like a planner's litany. One of the things
we t of is that most academic programs are
not capital intens, ost of most academic pro-
grams is almost completely vaiiMband in those_
programs, competition is about the ,only way to have
a program of adequate magnitude and quality of ser-
vice provided for the people. Limiting competition is
something that most suppliers are interested in that
is, how to protect one's market share, However, re-
stricting competition is one Of the last things most
consumers are interested in. Therefore, one of the
things ghat belieVe state policy makers iiiedtcr-be
sensitive to is the ence between coordination and
efficiency; they are not the thing.

The major opportunities for creative .state action
are found in other alternatives. It is going to be easier
in the next 3 to 5 years lb make decisions that depart
from the status quo than it will be in the following
decade. It is always possible to reach new decisions,
but we are in a time when, as difficult as it may be
to face up to tough priority, personnel, and program-
matic decisions, it is going to,be a relatively more
difficult task after it becomes clear to other actors that
there is no flexibility in the system.

the criterion tradition
will be contracting in a ne

__average cost relationship is mos
personsits in a classroom, the cost o -owLating the
class does not tlecIt is only by sUbstaTitta e:
creases in faculty and plug tic support that -we
are able to come down the average cos tzve,often

,with the effeit of setting up a very negative dynamic
with an institution. Also, using previous cost as a

basis _of support creates a treimndous_incentive for
efficiency, as anyone who has been part of a govern-
ment agency in the last month of a fiscal year knows.
In public institutions, the funds that go unexpended
from one year to the next rarely 'can be carried for-0
ward. The tisual_rezard for being efficient is that you
have then a!higher work, load, or lower budget for
the next year.

Reduced real state support (in constant dollars),
in the next decade is very likely and is already hap:
pening in some states. -This is going to "create a number
of rigidities within institutions that we may not fully

ate at tom- time. Collective bargaining units
negotiate e legislature and in a couple of other
cases directly with the g vernor-c-b. use those are the,
only people who can make a binding promise of finan-

4ipcial support. What that means is that all of the egtab-
fished governance structures that have been set up will
not be applied to about two-thirds of the total cost.(
personnel. Consequently, governance structures will
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rs.

Institutional Challenges

I see f(Sur Major challeng for institutions of post-
secondary educati& and seyer major challenges for
states. For institutions to chose\ ong the policy
alternatives they face, I. believe tly, mlist deal with
the following. First, institutions must.:Bevelop an ac-

. ceptable set of criteria for evaluafing_personnel. There
are a, few notable exceptions, but in general there are
very few operational criteria for retention, promotion,
or nonreneyval of contract or-for, dismissal. Retrench:
ment is the most severe challenge to governance quality
and to program initiative and faculty morale that col-
leges will face-.-Arbitrary, capricious, and unreasonable
retrenchment is the easiest way to destroy the soul of

_an,institution.

The-second major challenge for institutions is to
establish very clear priorities among educational pro-
grams. The multiversity and comprehensive colleges
are ideas of the 1960s. many of which .cannot be
afforded today. Institutions will halve to decide what
they want to be particularly good at The current c-qn-
glomerates undoubtedly will continue to exist becide
they are there, but the choices at the margin are going
to hare to be defined much more clearly and carefully.
The third challenge is the continuing emphasis on
effective and efficient management. Institutional lead-
ership and management is a very serious endeavor and
should be taken on with continuing interesct, concern.
and rigtor. The fourth challenge is demonstrable evi-

- dente of accountable use of resources. The public_
expects evidence that is much more articulate and
much more visible than currently is the case.

The challenges that I see for state government, and
the concerns that I would like to close with, are the
following. states should separ e their concerns and

responsibilities for supporting postsecondary education
from institutional survival. We are really caught up
in the "Lockheed _syndrome." States have to decide
whether they are in the.businessbf supporting institu-
tions or whether, they are in the business of providing
education. The 't\v° may be quite different.

cre is also the q estion of dealing with educa-.
tional s ppliers on a f e-for-service basis, that is, to
purchase functions -se amtely and distribute these
services self-s porting mechanisms responsive
to student decisions. This has been the strategy for
continuing edu'cation. It is _the model for much of
professional education. It is where the expansion in
the public sector is likely to occur. States should have
a creative policy toward this fee - for - services strategy.

Philosophically, I believe- we should r.,ake the
maximum number of options available to people seek-
ing postsecondary education." Thus, the third challenge
is to be careful that the cult of efficiency does not lead
to elimination of all duplicating programs; I believe
duplicating self-sufficient programs may well increase
service and efficiency. We should coordinate less and
compete more in areas that are not highly capital
intensive. Concurrently, I believe we should collect
and disseminate valid consumer information so that
adults can take best advantage of available options.

Finally, and pe rhaps profoundly, I believe we
should see ourselves in the learning business rather
than the teaching business. We should be asking, What

aspects and functions of learning should be formalized?
What quantities will be consumed by individuals paying

"the respective prices? and What is our rationale for
public support in .terms of the quality or the variety
of services prolde.,ctor the distribution pf the recipients?
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Today, Tomorrow, and the Day After:
Higher Education in the 1980s

All of us are weary of t word "crisis" the
economic crisis. the le ip crisis, the e crisis.
the population crisis. the hunger the spiritual
crisis, and so on. Remember. crisi- is only the, Greek
word for "decision." In a similar may, the English
definition calls crisis a "turning point" at which things
unfold arui are .resolved for "better or worse." There-
fore, the education crisis, if properly understood, can
be turned into an opportun)ty instead of a peril.

What are the decisions that we. must make in
higher education today, tomorrow, and the day
after?

°day

In the current climate of economic uncertainty
replete with recession, unemployment, and renewed
inflation the difficult decisions involve finances.
Smaller private higher educational institutions are bat-
tling to survive. Even.large universities with generous
public support are having difficulty meeting rapidly
rising operational costs and 'providing faculty and
staff with adequate pay incre ses to compensate them
for the effects of inflation, which has substantially
decreased their real income wring the past two years.

A related issue is determ fling lam to structure our
educational activities within states, regions. .and 'the
nation to make fullest and %1 sost use of available re-
sources. Clearly, gains both m to, ings and in ultimate
enhancement of academic qu, lity will be realized
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through cooperation and the coordination of educa-
tional programming at all levels. State eduatrarraf
structures, however, often exemplify a confusing pro-
liferation of review boards, coordinating commissions,
and consolidated "superboards." A -this point no one
is certain which arrangements are best, although most
of us have our own biases. A few factors, however,
are clear:

1. No single solution can be applied to every
state. Different situations will require different
responses.

2. The worst policy would be one that repositions
public and private institutions in more hostile
confrontation.

fr
3. An important difference exists between true-

tures that control and structures that coon inate.

4. Structures that attempt to control carry with
them 'a greater chance of bureaucracy, one of
the dominant maladies afflicting our present
society.

This last point is central and deserves fuller exam-
. ination. An article in a recent MIT publication offered

the observation that';, if the downfall of our society
occurs, it will be through death by extreme account-
ability. Such,' a possibility reflects the economist
Schumpeter's thesis that the gradual suffocating effect
of controls will smother innovators. Perhaps this theory
may kound politically conservative in tone but Schum-



1 N
peter was a Marxist! So when the same kind of obser-
vation comes from opposite ends of the\political spec-
trum, it may be a sign that the concept is, important.

Universities and colleges, like governmen haVe
vast layers of doers an obstructers. Their executives
have little authority to inve or innovate, already theyN,
are dangerously close to being Rvercontrolled. But at
a time when we should decentralizcswe continue, in-
stead, to spin superwebs of superboards. Because of
the growth in higher education in the 19kis,,,the 1970s
confront us with the need for coordination, but,,some
educators have become bewitched by the illusiveIn
of a Master_p1an4 fear that, 25 years hence, we will
look-back on evidence of our future to succeed with
overcontrols and supersystems.,For each time we create
a new level in a structure, a statistical blizzard of infor-
mation is created that more ten than not impedes,
rather than aids, the decision- raking process.

.Qne final point in this regard. It might be fair to
say that almost all our institutions have hit the highest
point in the process of centralization. Now power is
flowing from the federal government back to the states
and local governments: Similarly, corporations have
recognized the need to create decentralized structures
to keep decisi n- njking power close to those directly
affected. -7-

I think t e must lie in the distinction I drew
previously between coor ':n -and control, Rather
than setting up new boards to control giber educatioLt,
INC should be emphasizing boards that can coordinate.

--Alleast-an*Tpt to first solve the problems of educa-
tional planning and resource allocation by coordination
should be made. If that failOhen ther is recourse to
the superboard.

in speaking with a distinguished Minnesota friend
who served more than 20 years in the Minnesota State
Legislature, I was reminded that legislatures sometimes
create structures commissions; coordinating bodies,
and the like that no one really expects to work. He
also said quite emphatically that legislatures and legis-
lators must realize they themselves cannot do the job
and that the responsibility must. be delegated.

If coordination is to work it will require two im-
portant things:

First, the coordinating body must be aquately
funded to attract capable staff in the numbers neces-
sary to study the emerging issues of educational devel-
opment. Far too often, attempts to coordinate_ fail
because of inadequate staff resources. 1:Jo not fo
that,.in public education as well as in govern t, that
which governs or controls least go est.

N

Second, but equally important, coordination will
work only if coupled with cooperation. Individual
systems and institutions must be willing to surrender
part of their autonomy in order to retain the remainder.
Education systems face the same choice that industry
faces: either voluntary self-regulation or regulation
from without. Experience tells us that regulatory .

agencies do not work too well. They drown both them-
selves and the objects of their regulation ,in a sea of
barnaucracy. Those who argue against government
regufatiQn must be prepared as I am to criticize
individual institutions for not cooperating. I think
but. perhaps I an too much an optimist in this regard

that we are seeing encouraging signs. Educators
_everywhere are mindful 4 the press on financial re-
sources in their states from competing social needs,
and in general they show a growing willingness to
resist entrenched self-interest'and kThgdom building.
Here, WICHE deserves special credit, for it has broken
new ground and has helped further the understanding
that every institution cannot be all things to all people

hi fact, it may not be possible to be some things
to some people. So the time is ripe for an.attempt to
meet and plan for educational needs through some sort
of coordinating structure. Such attempts can and will
work, if given adequate time and resources; to do so
is to avoid adding yet another layer of bureaucratic
control over the lives of people and institutions.

"A The other siren call for all educational institutions
is that of cost control. Recent budget cuts at omes.a
institutions have renewed student protests and eight-

--eneci faculty concern. While the current ec omic
decline -has many back to school and kept_ others
there, longer than t e ha tanned, enrollments at
many private institutions are sti decr and the
total number of ollege-age students will drama 11

-decline. And enro ment-related cost increases Will con-
tinue1'6i- sometime unless basic patterns of college
attendance change. It is a vicious circle of rising costs
and declining enrollment, declining enrollments and
higher costs on a per capita basis.

The financial problems facing colleges and Un
sities exist because of some basic economic actors. '
Education, a labor-intensive service activity with no
known .way to increase productivity other than to
-increase class size and teaching loads, has . been hit
especially hard by inflation. This is because the real
effect of inflation is measured by the rate of inflation
minus the productivity increases that offset it. And
since educational institutions rarely achieve such off-
sets, they feel the full brunt of any inflationary storm.

In terms of they traditional student, 'educational
institutions have reached and passed their; peak num-
bers. They also have reached their peaksOn terms,of
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physical growth. It is
in

that further economies
of scale are possible in education. Any cost decreases,
in the future will probably come from technological
applications to the learning process of Computers, film,
television, and possibly even biofeedback to heighten
learner receptivity,

Before such innovations decrease the costs,/hOw-
ever, first it is likel hat they will increase them. Thus,
education's financial blenfs are here to stay, and,
until a general reorderin}.0f social priorities occurs
throughout the world (i.e., fewer guns and more butter
and books), the problems of educational finance will
intensify.

The phenomenon of haying reached limits, of
standing at the end of. an era, is hardly Unique to
educational institutions. Today we bear 'much about
the limits of growth. We know that the economy can-
not continue tO grow exponentially. We know the need
for stabilizing population growth. What we.. are expe-
riencing very broadly is the 'concept of limits. We have
reached, a point where trade-offs must be made; limits
are being reached everywhere. I believe that one of the
most important trends that will be arrested and then
reversed is that of centralization centralization of
power, of people, and of educational opportunity.
There is also going to be a reversal of the trend toward
specialization. Hyperspecialization, the supersystem that
produced the superspecialist, has led to-the glorification
of "experitocracy" both in government and in acadetnia.

I have ()hen spoken of the development of the
"communiversity," a term I coined to indicate the
need to commingle the university and the community
into one entity. The university should not just go to
the people; it must become a part of the community
and the Community a part of it. The communiversity
should be a place where there is u partnership in
learning and teaching, and where shared aspirations

oals are articulated and then realized. The eon:-
muniversity will deal in dream time as well as real
time. The multiuniversity must be disaggregated in
favor of the communiversity.

kis
This view is not widely held in the academic com-

munity. In fact, when I was at the Ford Foundation.
a well-known educator was asked if his school would
appoint an urban sociologist if the Ford Foundation
would endow it. He replied that this would be like
putting the name "horse" before the "doctor," then
snorted, "A university shoildn't be involved in -the
community." The academic ghetto is alive and well ...
but it must become a thing of the +past.

There are practical and compelling reasons for
developing the communiversity more fully. With the
onset of the energy crisis, it has become increasingly
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more apparent that the centralized campus is a waste,
./61 both energy and time. Instead of continuing ana

even accelerating'the developnient of the superqstem,/ higher education should be developing subsystems.
They must be decentralized for" maxi: um access and
energy savings; they must be small c raters fors maxi-
mum.personal involvement. o': N.

Sam May, the Aistinguished De 'n of, Forestry at
the University of Michigan, repeat ly-brought up a'
word when I was working with Laurence Rockefeller,
'Chairman of the Outdoor Recreational Resources
Commission, that the true mission was not to recreate,
but to, re- create. We need to re-create truly academic
commtinities.

I have always believed that a college or university
, does not operate 'in avacuurn apart from society.
Campuses may be remote, but they are never removed
from society; they may stand apart, but they are still
a part of society. This ,is important because to best
understand higher education, we must understand some
very broad developments . that are occurring In our
world. The university is often a microcosm mirroring
the malaise of, our society. I think this has been espe-
cially true since the 1960s when higher education began
its move toward universality, and as the notion of
educatioh for the elite was eclipsed.

Had we looked at other institutions as we began
building our supersystems, we might have avoided some
of the problems we now face. For example, the city:
by the early 1960s it was evident that the cities were
in trouble. Physically, they were deteriorating, socially
they were debilitating, spiritually they were demoraliz-
ing; also, they had grown so large, that they were
ungovernable. There was an epidemic of alienation and
anxiety due, tin large part, to the fact that individuals
had lost their sense of individual importance. The
smaller ethnic communities that had existed in many
cities for-years were breaking up, as second- and third-
generation immigrants saw themselves more as Ameri-
cans than as any other nationality.

So what did educational planners do? They built
supercampuses to go with the supercities. The result
was predictable: ah outcry of youthful, determined
discontent with the university. What educators and
educational institutions had done was to abandon the
concept of community. Perhaps the students recog-
nized it first because there Fere so many of them and
because the transient nature of their relationship with
the institution gave them few roots and fewer acquain-
tances. But it also had an effect on the faculty in large
institutions. In abandoping the community, communi-
cation had also been abandoned.lost was the idea of
the community of scholars. Development of academic

_
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professionalism, with" more loyalty for the discipline
than for the individual institution, also was accelerated;
with many negative consequences.

4

For large publio.institutions. then, dimension is a_
part of the problem. Universities, like cities, have
grown so large they are ungovernable. They must arrest
and then reverse the prOcess toward centralization. To
reestablish a sense of community, we are going to have
to decentralize the seduc4ional and political processes
in our society. For in order to govern a city or a
university for a nation) there must lie some common
and cohesive' thread of unity; there must be shared
goals, and objeak es. When these are no longer present.
there is no longer a community but simply a collection
of indk iduals frequently pulling in different dirsc-.
tions At that point, leadership becomes virtually im-
possible. Hence the w idespread crisis in leadership in
America today.,

_-o row

There are other important Anprging developments
that may affect education profoundly as we look
beyond the current situation toward the "Day After."
Until recently, the educational world assumed_ the
validity of a study by Alan Cartter that predicted a
steady decline in enrollment in higher'educational insti-
tutions during the next two decades, based on the
.,Observed decline, in the proportion of the college-age
population. Recent data, however, show that a dra-
Matic decline in enrollments can be accurate only if
the school-attending patterns of the past continue into

"-the future With a sharp climb toward an aging popula-,
tion, there is very reason to anticipate an increasing
number of p ople will turn to higher education. If
higher educ don becomes-"relevant" to the needs of
a postindustrial society, students who dropped out
protesting "irrelevance", may return. By then, however. ,
they will be in their thirties or beyond, and their needs
will be quite 'different,

Even ftirther. computer-derived technological un-
employment nay increase. Economic depression may
become, endemic. New forms of income distribution
may be adopted. The work week may, become further
shortened,, contributing to an increased demand for
'education 'If iso, the continuing education and adult
education movements would expand sharply. These
movenlents have been growing at extremely rapid rates
during the past few yeari, and there is every indication
that older and undereinployed, people will patronize
educational institutions at increa4ing, rates in the future.
Finally, and perhaps must important, the democratiza-
tion of the acquisition of higher education may continue
as unk era,1 access becomes a reality rather than a
dream.

4.1

If we find 'ourselves confronted with a greatly
increased demand for higher education, as well as new
alternatives, it will be a demand for which we are
totally unprepared. Higher education may have to
acquire, many of the characteristics now associated
with adult or continuirt education. This means that
colleges and universities would need to be redesigned
for learning ernironments suitable for a much wider
demographic range and variability of learning.styles.
In fact, the collegiate profile of the future may not
differ. signifieantly from that of ,tht adtirt popul lion
in general, with adolescents in a distinct minori

In addition, future educational courses may exhibit
a considerable shift in emphasis. The educational con-
tent of the past not only was related to the occupa-
tional aspirations of students, it also followed an
implicit pattern derived from the physical sciences.
That is, it directed attention to the nature of the outside
world; it converted- its objects of study into objects
themselves. As the hegemony of the newly-developing
biological sciences has asserted itself,, we have seen a
gradual shift in emphasis ayvay from the v,iew that the

- __.woad and its components are objects. The emerging
view emphasizes the wholeness and interconnectedness.
the organic nature of life.

Whether or not people on their own initiative would
persevere in lifelong cultural enrichment programs, is
another question. The wisdom of the great philosophers
teaches that innate in .the human being is the will to
learn. Therefore, we are compelled for several reasons
to seek educational techniques and institutional ar-
rangements that promise to foster and reinforce the
average citizen's will to learn.
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Copcurrent with these developments, I sec contin-'
ued growth in vocational-technical training. Already it
is apparent that individuals, with longer life spans,
must change jobs two or three times during their lives.
This means educational centers will .be* peOed for
"retooling" community -based centers Nirltere new
skills 'and knowledge could be acquired or where
greater depth and understanding could be obtained
regarding one's current field. The vocational-technical

,schools of the future Nvill_have to offer more service-
related skills. We are going to have to train'grand-
mbthers,to run day care ce ters, we are going to have
to develop and train param dical workers, educational
assistants, and legal aides.

Internally, educational, institutions face equally
pressing concerns. Above '11, is there the need to find
some way of imprmin educational productivity q,
Further, can these be use in ways that do not further
impersonalizelhe teachin process? Can physical plants
be used more effectively b shifting to year-round oper-



ation`roan 'experiential' education .1 )e evalu ed and
credits and even degrees granted through cer fication
of competence? This -is important because t ere is

substantial evidence that experiential education..costs
less. Can room be made for-younger faculty at lower
salaries by creating better retirement progranis that
would encourage earlier retirement? Can more use be

'made of credit by examination? Can new teaching -
oriente degrees be developed that wouli..4,1iminate.the

,'4kVesearch..-Yore ripe of the Ph.D. degree?

Of major internal importance is the question of
tenure. While I am not among, those *ko suggest that
it should be abandoned altogether, I think some reform
isin order. There is certainly one very important pre-

, sumption that ought to be rebutted that a Ph.D.
from a prestigious institution practically assures life-
long job security, presumably with a steady climb
through academic rank. -This guarantee does not exist
in any other prdfession why in academe?"

The increased desire for participation within ie

university in all decision-making processes ha'ssesulted
in constant negotiation. While I am in accord with the ---
general principle__oL_broad _participation,- participati-,rr
does contribute further to the paralysis of t xec
tive. The desire to deposit more and mo ontra in a

:---------pluralistit-way-throughout our insti ions may prove
to be masking an anti-leadership syndrome. Because of
reaction against the I 'al Presidency after Water-

. we may ov act and seek to overcontrol all

executives w in fact some suffer not from too much ,
power, too little. Another problem- with the push,.
fore ipation is that it costs a great deal. Hours are

nt in committee meetings, and some faculty, 'I
suspect, spend almost as much time in committee meet-
ings as in class. This must be considered an important
factor at a time when educational costs are so _high
that many students are being priced out of school.

None of these observations.argues against develop-
ment of democratic models, of governance al universi-
ties. I am saying that the size and complexity of many
educational institutio democracy too difficult
and expensive t. e practical. I a suggesting ethat
we abandon 'it. but' that we take up decen
making it more meaningful. I am also saying that c
lege and university presidents must be free to me
certain decisions if they are to have any real role a all.

So much for the ideal. What about theiieal? The
reality is that our civilizacion may be in ,tlic process
of disintegration and deLay. The realityis,that we spent
15 years and $150 billion on' a war in Southeast Asia.
yet during much of that time aid to education decreased
and thousands of students dropped out of school
because- of lack of financial resources. It seems to me
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that with the end of that war and the end of the
Watergate_ debacle, our society is perhaps moving at
last toward a fundadental reassessment of its purposeS-
and priorities. Xnd ahead there may be pore room

7 - -
for education. "

I believe contrary c tenets of-t e Came-
gie Commission on Higher Educatio s e c t,

educational costs ivpotsible that 't *dtitation in
future will absorb an even greater percentage of our
gross national product (GNP). While the per ntage _

of the GNP put into higher education in 19 clined
from 2.2 to 2.1 percent (after a climb .1 to 2.2
percent during the 1960s), I thin is ma, e a tem-
porary aberration and that., e overal
continue-u ward. After all; it is not o
of what will liut,lso a questio
happe . at implies a mcirai--
ingly more of the critical
such judgments. It is
tion but presc
rises; e

ion.

stion
at should

ent, and increas-
ons we face involve

onger aquestion of descrip-
n. Our democratic systems are in

on could play a major role in their
re

Recently there has been an intense debate among
'political scientists regarding the importance of large
voter turnouts. One segment believes that increasing
participation on the part of ignorant or uninformed p
voters simply reinforces the irrational and the unstable
forces in society, hence voter apathy is good. The other
argues that since we are committed to the idea of
participational democracy, everyone should be ericbur-
aged to take part in public affairs. Otherwise, th
rioms_we enjoy become a myth, and self-government/a
farce_

Perhaps th.iis.-tha -the exercise of citizenship
is too impoitant to be,left to t1 political scientists.
The fact is that they reflect the specialized character,
of the institutions we have established to foster the
profession of citizenship. Academic insitutions them-
selves are highly specialized, they encourage a narrow
human Tesponse, and they ,tend to reward brilliance
and brilliance alone. We push students too quickly
into narrow fields of academic specialization. Now I
realize that specialization has its place and that it' is
very necessary. However, we have been overcome by

a i ducation, to be must deal in
knowledge, and to the ex t-tha educator can
impart it, it must deal in wisdom,'
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The' Day After

The crucial problem we face in this last quarter of
the twentieth century may well be the failure' of our
civic mind and its proper nurture' is vital. T -is

Jefferson was surely right: our civic order dependS
upon two factors institutions to facilitate direct par-



ticipation of *the people in decisions that affect tt
lives, and sufficiently high universal accesslu education
so that the people can contribute creatively to the
solution of their own problems. We are failing on both
scores. And e cannot solve the first problem until
we ha died the second. In Jefferson's time a

ohedu,sVicnircuffieed po permit:,people to
sues that required political resolution.

thing _less than he equivalent of a college
n is mandatory for ail. We need to understand

essons about a new world and all of us need
derstand them. All facets of the new world must be

utilized to create a true learning society that empha-
sizes full use of the human potential. -Otherwise, con-
stitutional democracy is doomed.

In spite of the many difficulties of recent years, I
remain optimistic. Recently, I thought of the impor-
tance of the intervention of historical consciousness
America as a nation has not been particularly aware of
its history. The Bicentennial could not have come at
a more propitious moment, for as we look back on
200 years of history, I think we will rededicalte ottr-
selves to the ideals that inspired the American ReNolu-
tion and our Constitution.

Education, too, must reeclra uate and rededicate
itself. Daniel Coit Gilman, the first great president of

Johns Hopkins University, was an architect of true
graduate ephication in the United States, and was as
much concerned about how we feel and what we do
as 'aid} what we know. In his now-forgotten inaugural
addrds at Hopkins, he advised us to apply intellectual
acuity to khe,liveEydvedfrof the cornniunity:

"Milt is tit; signifiaaof all this activity?" he
aske_cLof_the university co unity. "It is a craving for
intellectual and moralgrikth. It is a longing to inter-_
pret the laws of creation. It means a wish oar less
misery among the poor, less igntirance iii the schools,
less bigotry in the temple, less suffering in the hospital, -
less fraud in business; less' folly in politics4,--it-Means
more study of nature and more love of art, more les-
sons from histo, more security in property, more
health in cities, niore virtue in country, mote wisdom
in legislatures, more intelligence, more happiness, more
religion."

, -
I do not think our country norour educational

institutions have strayed-lo-6 far from their proper
paths to_return:Yet, in order for leaders to lead, we
need-a fundainental reassessment, to develop commo
objectivesoand shared dreams. Gilman's inau ad-

__dress, written 100 years ago, still seems c ose to the
miprk, close to the communiversity.

-
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,Iv9ry Towerbues: Iristitutiona I
Repop-sibilityto e State

Dr. William E. Davis
P,sident, University of New Mexico

In communicating some personal observations or
education and accountability, I' must emphasize that
accountability is not confinedto news releases or pub-
lications or to compilation of data, but
composed of daily persoialcuala

Three years ago I had a very moving experience,
literally, one in. which I traveled better than 100,000
miles, making 13 circuitous trips around the state of
Idaho. I was granted Mein e of absence for six months
(without pay ) and ran for the U.S Senate on the

'Democratic tiLket. _I learned a lot of humility. I lost.
I was reminded of the time when I was head football
coach at the University of Colorado. After we were
defeated by Oklahoma 63 to 0, the president called nie

i in the following Monday and asked me what I had
to say about the score. I replied, "Thank God we were
up for the game!"

But it is a rich and rewarding experience to tra\el
one's state, to walk the streets and visit the shops and
stores in each community to go deep into the mines,
into the sawmills, out to the-farms and ranches to
get, to know the pea le at their work. Most memorable
arc, those personal ontacts with more than 100,000
citizens of one's start seeing the lines of care in their
faces, shaking their.. hands, hearing their concerns.
Such an experience kindles one's faith in the basic
strength and charack of Americans their idealism,
thpir common sense- d-their fundamental dedication
and love for one (moth r and this nation,,,U-strengthens
the belief that ione f r ourselves and our pnstenty"--7
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.lies not icrusades brsuspicion, but in renewed con
fidencjn One another. As -fhe late John F. Kennedy
said, "Howevrer grim the outlook, however harsh the
task, the one great irreversible trend in the history-of
mankind is on the side of liberty."

Within this context, I returnedto my job as presi-____
dent of Idaho State University with a new sense -of
mission and also a sense of omissionslia'upted
by the fact that I was not working hard enough at what
should be a primary goal: the humanizing and person-
alizing of an important position of leadenship in my
state and co unity.

On campuses, we do 101,6f talking to each other,
Hot academic toeic. 6w relate to academic freedom,
tenure, quotas on faeu collective bargaining,
job security, salbrips, due process, faculty governance,
workloads, equivalents; budget formulas
all familiar conversation pieces in the academic world

all important in the academic world. But how does
this affect tliC person:on the street. on the farm, or in
the legislature? .

- .

I found that out there in tire hustings, mh ad-
dressing a grange meeting or the National Far rgan-
ization for example, you 'are plowing sti y ground
when you mention the subject. of facult enure. Take
the guy working six months of the ye chopping and
haulingdogs up in the lumber county he Mould sure
like to hear more about a lifetn e appointnient. Sp
would the farmer, ,sweating the. digging of his



potatoes before..thefrost rots them, or the-farmer who
Ivs just seen is wheal crop leveled by' haft They
would like to know more about job security, and if it
is being passed around, they would like some!

And salaries: that is another topie that interests
therm All of those tables that show,,how underpaid the
faculty are at _their state ,universities compared with
those at Harvard or Michigan probably keep them
awake nights.

And working hours.. When he rides that tractor in
ruedawn darkness, the farmer must surely chuckle

about that budget requet to the legislature to redn&
the raculty course load at the state university from 10
hours to 9. And all that about professors using the rest
of their time for scholarly activities and advising stu-
dents; the farmer takes a dim vieW of that, elpecially
if his kid just came home fronYcollege.. griping about
the fact he could never find, his major professor.

These are skeptical,' questioning people, and, lest .

I exdggerate, these people elect the legislators. Inmany
cases, these, people are the legislators./

One state senator, a farmelin Idaho, once vented
his frustrations to me. saying. "We've had a 300 per-
cent in ease in state funding of public education the
past N C years and substantial increases in higher edu-
ca n budgets. Just once I would like to.k ow vv hat

ere doing 4,ith all this money ofhe a
salariev the same teachers. I'd lik to7knoi., in what

an raising

ways We are raising the quality of-education in our
schools." .

<C%,------ . .

_

Closer to home, in academe, r have _found that
faculty membas, can wax eloquent,on the limits to
growth in the world, but when ir.comes to applying
the concept, of limits, to growth w ithin their own a a-
demiL departments, faculty members can becom as
vague as an Indian guru. '.

For example, it couple of years ago I requested
that each,of the, departments. within my university
examine-theln-.4hulion's goals and missions an3 outline
the steps nes_essap to implement these objectives.
Ima_gine iffy frustration when I W as told that these

___---objectives could be reached by a modest 50 percent
increase in the academic operating budget..

Looking at an era of .a leveling off actual de-
crease in enrollments, spiraling inflation costs, and
legiSlators casting wary aryl skeptical glances on cost
accounting at 'every level, it seems only logical iliat

we inacademic life must, ask the questioti, HOW LIQ
c Make the best use of the resources already at_hand?

Within' each *Owl?? or academic program there
are ways of improving the quality of education that
mould not cost anything extra. These are the changes
that inVolve personal attitudes a dedication to doing
our, best with the resources at hand.

In education, perhaps the secret to success is the
ability to motivate, to get a total effort first from
oneself, and then from tfibse one is expected to lead.

. -The principle appliei even to our nation's presi-
dents. The late Harry Truman, when asked about the
powers of the President, once replied: "About the
biggest power the President has . . . is the power to
persuade people to' do what they ought to do without
having to be persuaded." This would apply to college
presidents. It would apply to all teachers the power
to persuade, the power to motivate:

Accountability in education begins with the rela-
tionship between the teach and the student the
transmitting of that feeling that someone really cares.

, '.1

I am reminded of a recent sensitive television ad-
vertisement by the Ainerican Motors "Company. It
shows a yOung Black girl, driving her new car, and
talking about the dealer who sold her tht car. She
closes by saying, "He really likes me as a person."
Can we afford .to do less in education than to convey
that message as strongly as possible to each of our
students? "We really like you as a person. We
care."

In Merle Miller's brilliant book on Harry Truman,
Plain Speaking, Miller admitted he approached his first
interview with Truman with considerable apprehen-
sion. Thus, he was delighted and surprised to find that

-Truman itad_done his homework that Truman had
taken the trouble- to study the background of Miller
and had read a couple of his bi-/mks. To Miller, it was
impressive'. that Truman had taken the time and the
effort to care about him, as a person.

As educators, we must ask ourselves how often
faculty members take the time and trouble to study
the students who populate their classrooms or even
the ones with whom they will be working the most
closely as majors?

In the sum total of asentester, would it be possible
for professors to interview their students. meet them as
people, find out where they are from, where they are
going, and learn whttnurns them on? Maybe they
could even find out if the students are bright and edu-.
cable, and how they are reacting to the instruction

51 While there is still time enough to succeed.
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How uch waste is there, particularly in the fresh-
man year, of students who have the potential to
succeed but who somehow are never reached in classes
where the material and the standards are presented on
a swim-or-sink basis and only those who can already
swim survive?

AN-.1 je-k

As college professors, teachers, and educators,
generally we represent the successes in academic life.
Which one of us cannot name at least one great teacher
who has had a profound influence on our individual
lives, even on our choice of a profession? Are such
models less important now? With all the mechanization
of modern life, I believe that this human relationship
between teacher and student is something that cannot
be computerized. Young students still need models
worthy of emulating examples of what a man or a
woman at the best might be. In the academic world,
this calls for men and women with high professional
standards and dedication blended with those great
human qualities of compassion, wisdom, humor the
ability -to- care and care deeply.

As educators, we can look around and identify
such persons in our ranks. Admittedly, we da have
people on each of our campuses who do the minimum,
those who teach their 9 or 12 contact hours and dis-

---,appear. But by far the great majority are those who
work-th e/ ar; 17zrettiours;who know their students indi-
vidually and w e-- enough to go the extra, mile.
This is the highest type of accountability. I wish we
could recognize it more often and reward it better.
Perhaps together we can find a way. We can begin
by placing this type of teaching high on our individual
priorities.

In spite of the trends away from in loco parentis,
I am old-fashioned enough to believe that in our
schools we still have an accountability to parents.
Perhaps I am speaking as a parent, but after 18 years
of intimate caring on a day-to-day basis and paying the

\ bills for orthodontists, ophthalmologists, pediatricians,
\piano teachers, and the assorted obligations one as-
sumes with parenthood, I am just' not ready to ship
my daughter off to college and say, "Take her. She's
mine." What with her total commitment to campus life
and ink of time to write letters home, I appreciate any
little communication or clue as to hovi/ she might be
faring.

Some professors do take the time to communicate
to parents. Sometimes it is just a friendly note calling
attention to some special effort or accomplishment,
sometimes, it is just a greeting like, "I'm glad to have
your daughter in class." Or it might be calling attention
to a special problem.

At Idaho State there was an unusual dean of busi-.
ness. When he traveled about the state, he made a
point of taking with him a list of the students from
the town he was visiting, plus the names of any pros-
pective recruits. When in that town, he sat down for
an hour or so and called parents, or, on occasion,
went to their homes: "Hi, I'm Dean Kelly, from ISU.
Your daughter is one of our students. r just wanted
to meet you." He got a lot of free coffee that way. And
enrollment in the College of Business kept zooming.

Of course, each person has to budget his own time
o and own style for such an approach. , ut it only takes

a little time time enough to ca (and the rewards
can be far-reaching) for the (acuity member, for the
family, for the institution.
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Too often we pay the least attention to a constitu-
ency that can go a long way in public credibility
namely our own townspeople. Many educational insti-
tutions are in relatively small towns where it requires
no great effort to get' acquainted. In the West, even
the "big" towns have "small"-town characteristics.
Where there are mutual understanding and first-name
relationships, there should be no town-and-gown
friction.

It is a small task to walk the streets when new in
town or at the start of a semester just to shake hands
with the merchants and introduce yourself, let them
know who you are, and what you do, Let them see you
not as another monk up in'that ivory tower, but as one
member of the community. We can shatter the alleged
aloofness. Be friendly. Let them know that we care,,

the word gets around.

With local and regional legislators, it is important
to get to know them when there is the chance. When
on business in other parts of the state, a person can
give the legislators in that area a call and talk about
programs and about students. Often, legislators not in
session can be invited to visit on campus to attend
a departmental meeting, if possible. (Few refuse such-
an invitation or opportunity to know a program in
greater depth). In many states, the total budgets for
public school and higher education often exceed half
the total state tax expenditures. Education is everyone's
business, and particularly theirs.

If one desires a nTodel for this type of effective
accountability, he can take a good look at the effective
programs of our respective agricultural colleges and
their extension and research services. They never miss
a chance to acquaint ri legislator with what they are
doing and what they need to do it better.
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Thus far. I have focused on the accountability on
the part of educators. But also think there arc some
things to be said about a need for accountability on
the part of legislators.

Living in several western states. I have often heard
muted grumbling about "cowboy" legislatures, refer-
ring to representation from the rural areas of the states.
But there is an old saying in our mountain states, "No
one reveres culture like a western cowboy."

This hunger for education and culture has been
one of the great traditions of the West, well described
by Henry Ward Beecher in speaking of the western
immigrants. In 1859 he wrote.

They driseschools along %kith them, as shepherds
Arise flocks. They have herds of churches, acade-
mies. lyceums. and, their religious and educational
institutions go lowing along the western plains as
Jacob's herds lowed along the Syrian Hills.

Often, under great hardship, handicap, and sacri-
fice indeed, with an appetite whetted by deprivation

our pioneering ancestors created our schools and
universities and laid the foundation for many of the
great institutions. I think we have the same spirit alive
in the West today if we are bold enough and committed
enough to move.

Legislators need to know that great unisersities are
not judged by local standards alone, but by what is
expected of the best universities. wherever they are.

There are a few great state universities in the West
today institutions that rank with the best in the
nation or the world. There is another group that is on
the serge of attaining national and international emi-
nence. There are many institutions in several of the
sparsely populated Western states whose missions do
not include reputations as prestigious multipurpose
universities with internationally renowned scholars, li-
braries, and research programs. but who nonetheless
can achiese a high level of excellence in the quality
of teaching and liming a more limited research
expectation.

In aeadenuc circles as in athletics, then, our insti-
tutions often partiepate in differents leagues, but there
can and should be excellence and fulfillment at all
levels.

Within, each state, within each college and uni-
versity. we need to ask the legislators in which league
they want us to be. Then. as educators, we can respond,
often with considerable accuracy, bccAuse the data arc
available for comparison. We know what it takes to
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compete in faculty loads, student-faculty ratios, library,
salaries, research and graduate commitment, equip-
ment, and facilities.

'In many schools, however, there are major league
expectations with minor league budgets. It is a pity,
because often states do have the resources to move
their universities ahead in quantum jumps on P selective
basis, if they have the pride and courage and determi-
nation to do so. I was in Colorado in the late 1950s
and early 1960s when that state made such a decision
with the University of Colorado and Colorado State
University, so I know it has and can be done.

Too often, however, university presidents return
from legislative hearings with the impression that they
have been asked the question, What is the least amount
of appropriated funds that you can survive on and
keep the students and faculty sullen but not mutinous?
Someday, I would like a legislator, or, indeed, all of
the legislators on a budget and fiscal committee to
say, "We want a state university that ranks among the
best in the country. What do we have to do to get
there?"

As presidents and leaders of educational institu-
tions, we must be prepared with honest and realistic
answers.

We must also be accountable in seeini that the
appropriated money follows the students and drives the
programs. that good research is a wise investment in
the future. and that our institutions are sensitive and
responsive to the educational needs of the people of
our respective states. We must seek that excellence as
centers of learning and culture to which the people of
our respective states can point with pride and confi-
dence or, better yet, as centers to which they commit
their mot precious resource, their sons and daughters.
For what parents do not want the best opportunity for
their children?

Finally. I, would conclude that most problems,
including accountability, result' from g break&mn in
communication an overworked phrase for not apply-
ing a little common sense to human relations. .

I know that most problems that I have on my
campus have their roots in- the fact that for ido long
a time I have lost touch with one or another Of ..thb
major constituencies: the students, *fluky and staff,
board members, people in the community, legislature,
or alumni, '

I often amjizustrate when I do not get the. paper-,
work done livery day. But shuffling papers neV7er sub-
stituted for talking, or.12etter yet, listening to . people

our constituencies.
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Pe ple support those things in which they believe.

If they lost confidence and quit believing, they often

quit pa ing the bill. The public is not looking for
gimickr or gadgetry in, education; quite the opposite.
Philoso hically, the. public is quite pragmatic: will

Q it work?
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the chief test of `"Will it work" in education
uccessful we are in teaching their sons and

. The products speak for themselves when
e home from the school or college, whether
g with them a sense of failure or high achieve-
ave found that students, parents. townspeople,
ators prefer to talk in terms of human

S
accom-

rathmthan in cold statistics, Our greatest
ility W at we do with those resources we
and human lives.

is an old athletic axiom that the difference /"
he. good and great is a little extra effort. To
er you have to be willing to pay a price others
ing to pay. In education, we desperately need

_3

winners men and women in positions of leadership
who are willing to pay the price with that little extra
effort.

Theodore Roosevelt *summed
or more ago when he said,

it up a half-century

. .

In the battle of life it is not the critic who counts,
not the man who points out how the strong man
stumbled or the doer of the deed could have done_
better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually
in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat
and blood; who strives valiantly, who errs and comes
short again and again because there isno effort with-
out error and shortcomings; who does actually strive
to do the deeds; who knows -the great enthusiasms,
the great devotions spends himself in a worthy cause;
who at the best knows in the end the triuirph of high
achievement; and who at the worst, if he fails, at
least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall
never be with those timid souls who have, never tasted
neither victory nor defeat.

We are all in the arena.
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Legislation and the Carnr3ut:
The Relationship of the Political
Process to P6stsecondary
Education --'A Plea for Restraint

. Dr.tee R. Kerschner
Assistant Executive Vice-Chancellor
California State University and Colleges

It is symptomatic of the relationship between the
political process and-higher education that some col-
leagues expressel dismay when I accepted the invita-
tion to address the issue of legislation and the campus.
I was told it was a "no win" situation that could only
alienate either the California legislature or the Cali-
fornia StateUniversity and Colleges' Board of Trustees.
The truth might indeed make me free!

What is the truth about legislative/educational
relationships? Is there as we frequently hear, malicious
legislative intrusion? Or is it appropriate2-lagisla.tive
behavior? What of higher education? Is higher educa:
tion a victim of legislative rape? Or ,a willing rapet?'
It is time to confront these questions_apdplace them'
in the perspective of the American politic-al process, a
process that leaves ultimate power in the hands of the
elected political leaders and the judicVy.

Public higher education is supported by a major
portion of state budgets. In California, it amounts to
approximately 12.5 percent of the total General Fund
budget of 59.4-billion. The California State University
and Colleges (SCUC) system alone accounts for $540
million, or 5.7 percent of the total state General Fund
budget. The legislature' and the executive, as- .institu-
tions rather than individuals, have not only the right
but also the obligation to be involved in higher educa-
tion; not to be would be dereliction of duty. Yet, we
have testified repeatedly before legislative committees
that a particular bill represents intrusion into govern-
ing board authority. Why is such intrusion bad? Gov-
erning boards, for public universities are a peculiarly
American institution patterned upon the financially
inrked nonpolitical lay boards that oversaw the early
private universities. It was almost an article of faith
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that public boards, whose members serveil long termS,
would establish policy for the university without parti-
san influence and thus avoid the creation of European-
style Ministries of education. That hope is no longer
valid.

The functionaries of federal government; fresh
from making their often heavy-handed administrative
influence felt through' the programs of affirmative
action, financial aid, health and safety, and postaudit
review, talk of federal accreditation standards in the
name of ill-defined consumerism and quality control.
Not content with policy goals, they become involved in
intimate details of administration. A. federal ministry
of education may be the next 'simple, indeed even
obvious, step. It would consolidate what is now being
dog and would be justified initially as ,being the most

--J'efacient way,"
- -

-fhe-courts, stretching constitutional due process
far beyond-its original intent, are not far distant as
champions_ orConsumerism and a vague social, justice.
c-I-v-Okild-rrAeunnend that the next WICHE conference
be devoted to the increasing educational-administrative

role of ti*Zourts.)

AlLiegattors; if asked, would reaffirm their per-
sonal desire to avoid political intrusion into a board's
governance role. How, then, does it happen?

Thk_l?asic constituencies of a campus faculty,
studenfikstaff are all well organized and repre-
sent impottani statewide, and frequently competitive,
political -forces seeking increased membership and
power. They are not to be ignored by a sensitive legis-
lator. In: ;this, they are no different than other well-

.



organized, articu te g
cess.. They have lobbyist
give or withhold votes, and

ps within` the political pro-
make politalNdonations,
fluence other publics. But

they are different from most other pressure groups in
that the first" locus ,of power wf.iith which they must
contend is the governing board. Appointed for long
terms, usually not subject to voter pressure, forbidden
to accept donations, the boards tend to be independent
and less subject to direct political pressure, therefore,
some would call the members inflexible or unrespon-
sive! Just recently in the SCUC, the students, unhapp}
with the trustees' budget, issued a press release that
stated, "Actions like these force the students to take
their case to the governor and the California State
Legislature. . . ." This relationship can be best concep-
tualized by thinking of the legislature as an appellate
body over the governing boards. Faculty, staff, and
student organizations, Unable to obtain satisfaction of
real or imagined administrative grievances from tke
board, appeal collectively and individually directly.to
the legislature the same legislature to which the
boards looks to satisfy its budgetary and other needs.
The stage is set for political intrusion!

I have chosen'several-examples from recent Cali-
fornia legislative history to illustrate this process. Al-
though the CSUC has had one of the most elaborate
facultygrievance and disciplinary- action procedures
in the country, faculty dissatisfaction with them became
a major systemwide issue. Having failed to achieve
their complete goals through the board, a complex
process that took several years and involved com-
promising the conflicting goals of several groups,
the faculty found a receptive legislature that in a few
months adopted a bill, signed by the governor, that
mandated specific grievance and disciplinary action
procedures for faculty. This legislative involvement in
direct administration has now created still further prob-
lems. AVmilar situation is rapidly developing for staff
grievance and disciplinary procedures, and I fully ex-
pect the same result. An unusual case? Not of all. In
this same recent period, the legislature established an
optional work ye r for librarians; equal athletic -pro-
grams for men nd women; removed trustee control
from regulation f studentsfee-supported student gov-
ernment affairs r presentatives; added a student to the
board; and in th budget itself mandated a nonfunded
I :10 faculty/student ratio for nursing programs.

Su ch legislative behavior is neither basically evil
nor tlie outcomes inherently.wrong, and, in the context
of American politics, it is not inappropriate. The legis-
lators are doing exactly what they do best reacting to
constituency pressure. It is, however, highly urulesirable
behavior. It creates still further problems, usurps" the
authority of the governing board, eventually weakening
it to where its on sense of role may become so di-
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minished as to destroy its effectiveness. Boards of
t qees are able t-1' conteatcxe on'the total picture;,
le yators see only one issue at a time. Thee trtMeA
are icoixerned solely with education; the legislators
with welfare, highways, parks, and medical malprac-
tice, as well as education. It becomes increasingly
easier for groups to appeal to the legislature for the
legislature to act, almost by reflei,`and, ultimately, for
the board to shirk its responsibilities,-rationalizing that
the legislature will act in any case. Some campus ad='
ministrators even now prefer to be told what to do by
the legislature rather than compromise through the
traditional governance process.

The long-term effects of such political behavior
may be to destroy governing boards and permit even
more directly partisan legislative acts: The symptoms
are already 'apparent. However, legislators who are
pragmatically responding to' special interest pressures
can be dealt with. Countervailing pressure can-be de-
veloped or even logic and reason might prevail! Far
more dangerous to education are those legislators

"(there must be at least one in each state) who are
determined to substitute their value judgment for that
of the board, for they know"they are right!

. California has been subject to such legislative be-
havior on an increasing scale lately: legislative intent
that students be treated in specified ways; that regional
cooperation be given high priority; that certain types
of educational innnovation be funded; that faculty
personnel files. be opened; that campus community
advisory boards be subject to open meeting laws; that
tine style of education be given preference over another;
that students and faculty participate in the budget
process; that affirmative action positions provided'in
the budget be used in a mandated way; and that the
trustees-handle necessary campus retrenchment irr,cer-
tain ways.. Not all the above is misguided, but this
sampling of directives hardly supports the governing
board's role.

A legislator's personal commitment to a set of
values; lack of faith in,the governing board's judgment;
unwillingness to wait while boards slowly change, if
indeed change is a good idea in every case; and a
powerful role in the legislature all combine to create
a situation where legislative intrusion into trustee
authority appears both necessary and proper, when in
fact it is neither. Avoidance elf;Fich legislative intrusion
is nearly impossible, for legislators involved have a
personal commitment that they must fulfill; they act
not as a collective legislative body but as individu ls
using their positions to meet some personal ._goa often
_based on anecdotal knowledge of a s_i_agle-lrisskance of
a perceived injustice. Such individualS are, with t e best
of intentions, potentially dangerous the educate al
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goals they seek frequently permit them to justify the
tlestruction of institutions. Flexibility and responsie-
ness..cto instantly defined -needs become batty cries
designecrtOtadicSlly .eharige fundaments con-
servative institutions such a cnerning boards t
designed to be buffers to excess, to meet a public trust
and have a long-term commitment to the institutions
they go.yern.

There is, of course, an appropriate policy role for
legislative scrutiny in postslzondary education, and it
goes beyond the budget process. The legislature should
determine broad public policy questions such as stu-
dent access, state policy on tuition, state policy on
collective bargaining. roles of public segments, and
basic organization of postsecondary education.

In California, the legislature created the Postsec-
ondary Education Commission, which was designed to
coordinate" and advise the separate governing boards
and advise the legislature and governor on broad issues
of state educational policy. The Commission's prede-
cessor, the Coordinating Council for Higher Education,

had not been successful in keeping the political process
out of higher education, nor does it appear likely that
the present Commission will be any more successful.
Why? In part because the legislature. after establishing
the new Commission, adopted more than 10 concurrent
resolutions telling the new group not only what to do
but how to do it! And, in part. because many of the
issues in which legislators are interesjed can be re-
solved only at the campus or multicampus system level.
Thus, the new Commission, rather than being a buffer
between the governing boards and legislative direction
in postsecondary education a phenomenon that may
be characteristic of all federally mandated commissions,
as struggles over federal and state dollars involve pri-
vate institutions pry,riously exempt from direct legisla-
tive influence.

Institutions previously more immune from legisla-
tive action (such as private universities and proprietary
schools) may now find themselves objects of legislative
programs. This is because either they now accept
federal and state funds in the naive belief that ,control
will not follow, or because they participate voluntarily
athe development of politically. influenced state five--
year plans and agree to submit to statewide program
'review and coordination. For- example, in California
the.development of a five-year plan saw brief skit:-
mislies over state support to private universities and
the extent to which proprietary school really can: be
coordinated. Continued desire for state dollars by the
private 'unit rsities and a thirst for' reputable status
by the proprie ries will bring them further into accept-
ance of ,legislatiVe direction; the vehicle will be the
statewide conimissiOns' claim to...be legislative buffers.\ \
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The commissions, particularly,those whose composition
'meets federally established standards, are very vulner:
able to political direction. Somewhat unsure of their
roles, seeking status, trying for influence over pOwerful

Leifilcational institutions.-ihe.4ormpissions' are ripe to,
.

act as conduits for political elf ucliens. In "C51112tirnit,4" , - -
with 12 of the members appointed (4 by the'governor,
4 by the assembly, and 4 by the senate), the potential
fOr political guida is built in.

Yet, political intrushA does not have to happen.
There is a solution. Statutory or constitutional safe-
guards, as useful as they may be, are not needed. A
consensus for restraint is.

The legislature and the executive are clearly the
locus of ultimate appeal; and I would, in a democratic
society, have it no other way. Yet the politicization of
postsecondary education will, if it continues, destroy
governing boards and ultimately the university itself.

This is a plea for restraint:

ask that faculties not run to the legislature to
solve their grievances, for at some point those same
legislators will collect their due in the form of direct
curricula influence.

I ask that the students, with their newly won voting
rights and increased political power, not continually
seek increased' campus control through the political
process, for along that road ultimately lies the anarchy
of Latin American universities.

I ask that staff not seek countervailing power
through the legislative process, for their gains will be
short -lived as they become even more like an emplakee

any other state agency.

sk that governing boards be more responsive to,
or at least respectful of, constituency needs so thatlhe
desire to seek legislative relief is mitigated.

I ask that legislators say "no" to particul mt.-ands
and refer constituents back to the .

I ask-tharregislalors restrain their more committed
colleagues from imposing their persona values on all,
always asking the question, Does it require legislative
action? There is an irrepressible desire for legislators
to legislate, as there is for professors to profess!

I ask fhpt each group understand and respect the
appropriate roles of the others. ti

I ask all this knowing it will not.. succeed., The
political process is as American as a e pie. . . . Why
should education hope to be diffe t?
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